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I. A. SUMMARY

The purpose of the project reported in these pages was to design,

develop, and test a computer based business game to be used as a teaching

tool in high school business-related courses. The game is constructed

in modules that can be linked together in a variety of ways to achieve

a different decision configuration for different class needs and a chang-

ing configuration over time to parallel the progression of the class.

During the course of the project, a business environment was simulated

with a mathematical model. The model was programmed in FORTRAN IV, instal-

led on a time sharing computer system, and documented for high school

participants and a game administrator. The modeL was carefully tested

prior to a full administration in a high school economics class.

It was found that the model developed had the advantages of stability,

rationality, and controllability. The simulated environment remains

stable in the face of inappropriate decisions, responds in a manner con-

sistent with economic principles, and contains no opportunity for "gaming".

The environment has the disadvantage that it is too competitive in the

marketplace; this allows the results of teams' decisions to be extremely

separated. It was also found that the module concept works well in

practice, making the business environment both flexible and easy to admin-

ister. Decisions contained in the modules were well within the learning

capacity of high school students, especially when they were introduced in

a stepwise fashion. Furthermore, time sharing was found to be a most

effective way to administer the business game.

It is recommended that the competitive nature of the simulated market

be toned down; the costs of administration be investigated further; a

method of implementation be developed; and finally an extensive pilot test

be run prior to offering the business game nationwide. The business

game and other such games have the capability, when coupled with time

sharing, to be offered to geographically dispersed high schools. All the

'high school would require is a teletype console.

II. A. PROBLEMS AND OBJECTIVES

This paper reports on a project to design and develop a computer

based business game for use as a teaching tool in high school business-

related courses.

II. A. 1. Problem Statement

There exists today in high school business education a need for a

means of involving the student in a situation that will demand behavior
consistent with the future for which the student is being prepared. At

the same time, there is a need for providing means for both slow and

fast students to expand the limits of the learning experience to fit their

abilities. For business education, a teaching tool that promises to

,satisfy both these needs is the business game.



By simulating a business environment, the game offers an opportunity

for the student to apply some of the "textbook" principles taught in for-
mal class, to discover difficulties involved in their application, and
to experiment with these principles and other tactics of play. The game

places the student in a "real" environment of competition, group derision

making, and uncertainty. The complexity of the simulated environment
adds realism to the student's learning process. At the same time, the

flexible nature of the decisions allows great variation in the amount and

rigor of technical analysis that can be employed. This flexibility pro-

vides ample room for highly motivated and capable students to expand the

learning experience to fit the'4.r caliber, and at the same time, accommo-

date the slower student.

Simulated business environments, or business games, have found expanded

use at the university level where they were initially developed and tested.
A few universities that presently use them are: Harvard University,
Stanford University, MIT, UCLA, Carnegie Institute of Technology and the
University of Pennsylvania. Extrapolating tLe experiences of these and
other universities, the use of a computer7based business game as an instruc-

tional tool in high schools should prove to be most worthwhile.

A. 2. Rationale

There are three general rationale that either were part of the impetus
for development of a simulated environment for student decision-making or
have evolved after test and evaluation of a number of business games.

These rationale are:

(1) A business game aids in the teaching of economic, business,
and accounting principles.

(2) A business game generates an analytical involvement by the
student in a complex and dynamic environment.

(3) A business game generates a social involvement by the student
in the task-oriented group of which he is a member.

With respect to the first rationale, the game is a direct extension
of the textbook, much as laboratory experience in the physical sciences.
By using certain business or economic principles, the student becomes

more familiar with the theory and application of these principles.

The second rationale is based on the simulation model's ability to
generate dynamic business-like problems which the student must cope with

over an extended period of time. This rationale emphasizes the decision-
making nature of the game. It gives the student a chance to develop a
strategy of decision-making and to monitor this strategy over time in a
competitive, uncertain environment. The game, by involving uncertain
events, elements of risk, and a complex payoff function, is play04 as an
iterative process in which feedback information, printed in a standard
business report format, is used by the student as a basis for evaluating
and revising decision criteria.
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The third rationale is derived from the fact that decisions in a

business game are made by groups of students. By placing the game parti-

cipants in teams, students are encouraged to identify with a role and

to assume a responsible attitude toward their behavior and the game

environment.

These rationale are the same for the use of business games in high

school. The major difference between the university and high school game
should be a reduction in the number of complex decisions to be made by

the high school student. The game complexity must be reduced for high
school because the set of business decision-making principles is not as

large.

This reduction in complexity should not detrimentally affect the
possible benefits to be had from business games, especially since a

decrease in the game complexity does not mean a corresponding decrease

in the complexities of game play. Much is learned by making decisions

within a group. The students gain as much from collectively reflecting

on past actions and experiences in attempting to justify further
decisions as from the specific nature of the decisions they are asked to

make.

There is a constraint on how much complexity can be deleted even for

high school play. In general, a simulated environment must be complex

in play to:be realistic. This level of complexity necessary for realism
might very well be so high as to overwhelm the high school studert at the

start of the game and discourage further participation To allow for both

realism and a low initial game complexity, the objectives outlined below

include a capability for modular implementation of game play. Thereby,

the game can be initiated in a simple form which can be quickly grasped

by the student. Complexity can be added in a step-wise fashion so more
complex techniques can be employed as the game progresses.

A. 3. Objectives

The major objective of this project has been to design, develop, and

test a computer-based business game to be used in high school classeJs of

micro-economics, business principles and policies, and accounting. The

secondary objectives are directed toward enhancing the implementation of

the game. The game was designed and documented in such a way as to (1)

make the play of the game easily understood by the participants, (2) make

the game easy to direct by a game administrator, and (3) make the structure

of the game as flexible as possible. By striving to make the implementa-

tion of the game simple and yet flexible, the general applicability of

the game has been improved.

The operational objectives correspond to the particular specifications

of the proposed game. These specifications are as follows:

(1) The game environment involves a single product, multiple

firms and a segmented market. Groups of students repre-
sent firms and will compete for sales of the product in

various marketing zones while attempting to minimize pro-
duction and marketing costs.
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(2) The game involves a relatively small number of team decisions

as compared with games played at the university level. Deci-

sions are made in the functional areas of production, procure-
ment, marketing and finance.

(3) The game is well documented. Instructions for the partici-
pants and the game administrator, as well as the simulated
environment, are included in the game documentation.

(4) The game is of modular construction so that decisions can be
added to a basic framework as the class progresses in the
learning of business principles.

(5) The program has been prepared for installation on time sharing
computer systems.

III. A. DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES

'there were five tasks accomplished in the design and development of.

the business game outlined above. These tasks, in order of initiation,

are as follows:

Task I

Task II

Task III

Task IV

Task V

Initial Model Desig.1

Programming and Debugging of the Simulated
Environment

Documentation of 'ream Participation

Testing Through Team Play

Documentation of Administrator Participation

The remainder of this section details accomplishments with respect
to each of these tasks and documents successes and failures during a test
administration at Lower Merion Senior High SLhool, Ardmore, Pennsylvania.

III. A. 1. Task I - Initial Game ncsign
AO

The business environment being simulated responds to decisions by
the participants in a manner consistent with general principles of macro-
and micro-economics. To insure this response, the proposed game was
designed to include the following:

(A) Macro - economic responses

(1) An increase in average industry price generates a decline
in market demand. At the margin/ price elasticity is
controlled by the administrator.

(2) An increase in average national marketing effort results
in an increase in average market demand across all zones.,
Return to industry marketing effort exhibits diminishing
marginal productiVity above a minimum level.
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(3) As average product quality increases, demand increases

but exhibits diminishing marginal productivity.

(4) Increased zonal marketing effort produces an increase in

demand in that zone. Again, this relationship demonstrates
diminishing marginal returns.

(5) As the level of general ecolomic activity increases (shown

by increases in general economic indicators), industry

demand increases. A similar effect is reflected in those

economic indicators that are peculiar to zones.

(6) The prices of raw materials is dependent on industry

demand. (Raw material prices are not perfectly elastic.)

(B) Micro-economic responses

(1) A firm's potential market share declines as its price

increases relative to prices offered by other firms.

(2) A firm's potential market share increases with increasing

marketing effort (zonal and national) relative to other

firms.

(3) A firm's potential market share increases with increasing

expenditures for product development relative to other

firms.

(4) Per unit production costs decrease with increases in plant

capacity up to a certain point.

(5) Production capacity falls if maintenance expenditures are

insufficient to counteract equipment deterioration.

(6) Per unit operating costs decline with improved plant

utilization (i.e., multiple shift, etc.)

(7) With greater production volumes, equipment deterioration

is increased.

(8) As expenditures for marketing research increase, the

quality of information will, in general, improve. There

is a small random element present in the quality of

marketing research.

It is within this environment, then, that teams make decisions.

Consistent with the stated objective of model simplicity, a list of six-

teen team decisions in the functional areas of production, procurement,

marketing, and finance has been prepared. These decisions are:
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0 Production quantity 3 Zonal marketing
0 Raw materials pr'rchase 4 Product development
0 Employees hired 5 Plant maintenance
0 Employees fired 6 Marketing research
0 Plant investment 7 Loans
0 Product price 7 Loan repayment
1 Shipments to zones 7 Dividends paid
2 National marketing 7 Investment in bonds

The number preceding each decision in the above list denotes the
module to which it is assigned. An "0" indicates the decisions that com-
prise the minimum decision module. At the very least, this module must
be used at the start of any game. The other decision modules can be
added in any order or in any combination. Thus, this single game has one
hundred twenty possible different decisions configurations.

When a particular module is eliminated from the operative decision
set, an appropriate default routine will come into play. These default
routines generate defacto decisions that are economically justifiable and
treat all firms equally. For example, the elimination of the shipping
module results in automatic shipments proportional to zonal demand
potential.

III. A. 2. Task II - Programmilig and Debugging

,Before this task could be started, two decisions had to be made:
which computer language to use and which computer system to use. For
reasons of convenience and availability, all programming has been done
using the FORTRAN IV language. The second decision posed more of a prob-
lem. After considerable investigation, it was decided that the project
should make use of a time sharing computer system rather than a batch
system.

A'time sharing computer system makes use of standard voice grade tele-
phone lines to communicate data and instructions from geographically dis-
persed users to a central computing facility. All that the user requires
"in-house" is some form of terminal device. A standard terminal device
is a teletype unit (Model 33 ASR) that rents for approximately $90 per
month. By using such a system, the game becomes independent of any single
physical location, allows a high school district that does not have a
computer to use the game at a very nominal cost, and considerably reduces
the administrative effort of using the game. The computer system chosen
was Computer Network Corporation which employs a Borroughs 5500 Computer.

The program is comprised of a basic module and seven additional
modules that can be used in any combination. The only restriction is
that the basic module must always be included. There are nineteen possible
decisions that can be included in the business game (if all modules are
used together).

Included in Appendix A are examples of representative output reports
to the students. There are three computer printouts included. These were

.actually played by high school students in class. Module configuration
has been varied in each sample period. A program listing is included in
Appendix B.
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III. A. 3. Task III - Writing Instructions to Participants

There are nine components of these instructions. First, there is a
set of general instructions that describes the environment and places the
participants in their simulated situation. Second, there are instructions
for the basic decision module that (1) explain the play of the game and
the decisions that have to be made; (2) describe the reports that will be
generated during the game, and (3) define the terms used in the reports.
The other seven sets of instructions correspond to the seven modules.
There is a set of instructions for the student to parallel each module
that is introduced. For each module, these instructions explain the bus-
inesslconcept introduced by the module and the changes in reports that
will be caused by introduction of the module.

No effort has been made to tell participants what decisions are
`-considered good decisions. Rather, each decision is described in terms
of the information that might influence the making of that decision and
the expected effects of decision alternatives. It is up to the teams to
define their own competitive posture and make decisions that are appro-
priate to that posture (i.e., aggressive, follower, volume seller, quality
seller, etc.)

Appendix C includes a copy of these instructions.

III. A. 4. Task IV - Testing Through Team Play

At this point in game development it became appropriate to test the
simulator through actual play. We gratefully acknowledge the extensive

' participation of Lower Merion Senior High School in this effort.

In testing the game, we made an evaluation with respect to the
following four questions:

(1) Stability of environment. Does the game remain stable in the
face of inappropriate decisions, or does it degenerate into a
series of extremes?

(2) Observable response. Does the environment respond to particu-
lar decisions in a manner,consistent with accepted economic
principles?

(3) Unrealistic tactics. Are there opportunities for "gaming" against
the programmed environment in terms of making irrational deci-
sions to exploit model imperfections?

(4) Decision difficulty. Is it, in fact, possible for high school
level teams to arrive at justifiable decisions in a reasonable
amount of time?

A senior economics class was recruited for the purpose of participating
in the simulation experience. The class was an elective and it was felt,
that because they were competent in basic economics, the class did not
represent an average cross section of Lower Merion students. ,These stu-
dents were, however, representative of those students taking economics.
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No effort will be made here to justify-the selection of Lower Merion except
to say that it is an excellent high school in the Philadelphia area.

The schedule for this test administration is presented below:

(1) Seminar on game play and relevant micro-economic principles
(1 hour). At this time we introduced the participants to the
general nature of the game and its decisions. They were divided
into teams and presented with instructions and a history con-
sisting of three "prepared" periods. Questions were answered.

(2) Periods 4, 5, 6, and 7 (4 hours). Four periods were played on
consecutive days. Teams met to receive output and consider their
decisions. During this period of time, each team developed a
set of "corporate" objectives and presented them to a group of
faculty who simulated a board of directors. Modules 1, 2, and
3 were added to the basic module during periods 5, 6, and 7.

(3) Interim discussion (1 hour). All teams met in a seminar to
discuss the progress of the industry to date. Particular atten-
tion was focused on micro-economic principles that had been
observed ("discovered") by the players.

(4) Periods 7, 8, 9, 10, and U. (5 hours). Teams again made decisions.
During these periods, the decision set was further expanded be-
yond the basic decision module. Periods 10 and 11 included all
decision modules. During period 9 a labor strike occurred in
the industry. Labor productivity dropped to 50 percent and no
hirings or firings could be undertaken.

(5) Wrap-up. A final seminar gave each team an opportunity to pre-
sent the relevant merits and weaknesses of their strategies
during the game play. The game administrator participated so
as to add his insights regarding relative team play. Each
participant was also given an opportunity to critique the gen-
eral model and method of play.

During the proceedings at Lower Merion High School, records were kept
and a questionnaire was filled out by student participants.
A copy of the questionnaire, a summary of the answers to the questionnaire,
and a letter from Mrs. E. R. Medkeff, the teacher of the senior economics
class, are included in_Appendix D.

III. A. 5. Task V - Documentation of Administrator Participation

The primary function of the game administrator is to monitor the flow
of information between the various participating teams and the computer
simulation. Since the programs are all run on a time-shared computer sys-
tem, this function is made extremely easy. The administrator merely calls
the computer using a remote terminal device and, once a connection has
been established, requests the computer to execute the stored simulation.

The simulation program will then cause messages to be printed at the
terminal. These messages will provide the administrator with detailed
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instructions concerning the decisions needed from each team and the method

for entering these decisions into the computer. Once all required data

has been so entered, the computer will run the appropriate simulator

modules and print each team's output at the administrator's terminal. The

various history decks needed for future play are updated automatically

and maintained on magnetic disk storage at the computer center. More

detailed instructions for the operation of the computer are given in

Appendix E.

Also in Appendix E is a copy of the "Administrator's Output". This

output is printed after all team output has been received. Administrator

output includes the following for each team in the simulated industry:

Market share percentage
Dollar sales volume
Gross margin as a percent of sales

Net margin as a percent of sales

Net margin as a percent of assets
Price charged during the last period

National advertising expenditures
Zone 1 advertising expenditures
Zone 2 advertising expenditures

Zone 3 advertising expenditures
Product development expenditures
Capacity in units of goods
Labor force in mumbers of employees

Turnover of inventory
Debt to equity ratio

IV. A. COST ESTIMATES FOR RUNNING THE HIGH SCHOOL BUSINESS GAME

Before estimating the costs associated with running this'simulator,

it is worthwhile to briefly outline the basic cost categories attendent

to time sharing. These categories are:

(1) Terminal connect charges. These charges accrue to the user

from the moment he establishes contact with the computer until

the moment he breaks that contact. Terminal connect charges

range from $8 to $13 per hour with $10 as an average charge.

(2) Central processor charges. The user is charged a premium for

that period of time during which the computer is dedicated to

his job. Note the difference between this charge and terminal

connect charge. The user is not charged for central processor

time during periods of input/output, file creation, idle time,

etc. Central processor charges vary from $2.50 per minute to

40 cents per second depending on the size and capabilities of

the computer involved. As a general rule of thumb, figure that

processor charges will run from twenty to seventy percent of

connect charges with thirty percent being average.

(3) Storage charges. A charge of from $1 to $1.75 is made for

every 1,000 characters of storage required to maintain your

disk files. Often the first fi.fty to seventy -five thousand

characters are stored free of charge.
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(4) Charges for use of peripheral equipment. Often, there is a
charge made for the use of such peripheral devices as card
readers, card punches, or high speed printers. These fees
are based on cards punched, lines printed, and so on.

(5) Secondary storage. A charge of $5 to $10 per month is usually
made for each magnetic tape used as secondary storage.

(6) Terminal rental. Terminals can be rented from the various time
sharing services or from independent agencies such as ITT.
r,pending on features, these units rent for $50 to $5,000 per
'nth. A very adequate model (TTY 33 ASR) rents for approxi-
ately $90 per month.

The costs shown below reflect our experience during a period of
development and testing. Undoubtedly, these figures can be reduced sub-
stantially once a careful cost study has been made and' appropriate changes
have been implemented. The following figures are based on a six team
industry playing the maximum decision set.

Terminal connect time

Central processor time

Storage charges

Tape rental

40 min.

20 sec/20.per sec

100,000 char.

1

6.67

4.00

50.00/month

5.00/month

If a class of 36 (6 teams of 6 players) were to play three times per
week for a period of one month, the total bill would be slightly more than
$175. This figute can be substantially reduced by improving the running
efficiency of the program, letting more than one school or more than one
class use the program (thus allocating storage over more use), and consid-
ering the educational discount available to high schools.

V. A. FINDINGS

Since the basic objectives of the project were the design and develop-
ment of a computer game, no hypotheses were established or tested. The
findings, therefore, are descriptions of the feasibility and practicality
of the design presented and the uses to be made of thatdesign. The find-
ings are divided into those that pertain to the simulation model and
those that pertain to the administration of the business game.

V. A. 1. Findings Pertaining to the Computer Model

The business game designed, developed, and tested in this project is
based on a model of oligopolistic competition. Price, product quality,
marketing expenditures, and marketing research were all "competitive"
decisions that determined levels of company sales. It was observed that
in some respects the extremely competitive nature of the simulated environ-
ment detracted from the learning experience. Also, it appeared to be a
traumatic experience for a high school team to lose a large amount of
money'as the result of a series of poor decisions. In short, the potential
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spread between the performance of the companies (teams) over the play of

the game was too high.

By basing the mathematical model on exponential functions instead of

linear ones, the business game responds to decisions in a manner more

consistent with accepted economic principles. This is because exponen-

tial functions demonstrate the law of diminishing marginal returns to

resource application. Another advantage of exponential functions is that

they make the game more "controllable". That is, price, advertising,

and Other decision spirals are not possible. These spirals were pre-

vious4.y caused by the unjudicious use of a resource by all teams together.

When such spirals occur, the learning value of the experience is detri-

mentally affected.

Even with exponential functions, it was found that the game was

not as controllable as desired. Although the exponential functions and

other facets of the mathematical model successfully deleted the oppor-

tunities for "gaming" against the simulator, the highly competitive

nature of the marketing decisions has the ability of producing extreme

variation in results. The sensitivity of results to these three decisions

in the model is higher than desirable for' mass, unmonitored use of the

business game.

V. A. 2. Findings Pertaining to the Administration

A high degree of student involvement in the experience was achieved.

Students tended to "discover" interesting economic phenomenon. Students

were given a new impetus for the thorough understanding of relevant

concepts, because without such clear understanding, they were put at an

obvious competitive disadvantage. It was clear in the pilot test that

it is possible for high school students to arrive at justifiable,

rational decisions in a reasonable amount of time.

The module concept, whereby decisions and economic principles are

added to a basic operating module in a step-wise fashion, proved to be

extremely workable. By starting with a simple set of decisions, the

introduction of the business game was made easier. Furthermore, since

each new module represents a new business concept, the teaching of bus-

iness principles is made easier by being able to explain one business

concept at a time. Most students in the Lower Merion test group had

little difficulty in mastering the play of the game.

Qualitative material, presented as "acts of God", represented major

changes in the business environment (such as the labor strike presented

in the test administration). These materials are especially stimulating.

Another valuable feature was periodic board of directors meetings. It

seems to be meaningful if outside faculty or staff are asked to sit in'

on these presentations as members of the simulated board of directors.

Teams made a real effort to be well prepared for such meetings and many

important questions were answereu at this time. As a side-light the

student-faculty communication channel opened in these presentations seemed

to be a good one for generating a joint participation in a learning

experience.
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The administraticn of the game worked well by conducting classes on
consecutive days for two weeks. It is felt that a more advantageous
schedule is perhaps two or three times a week for an extended period of
time. Most students indicated a preference for more time to work on
decisions.

Before starting the test administration, it was determined that the
students should be given some form of history on which to base their first
decision. For this purpose, three periods were preplayed and students
',/ere given the output from these plays to use as background information.
It was found that this was a necessary supplement to participant instruc-
tions and that three periods made an excellent foundation for future
decisions.

The use of time sharing in administering the game proved both feasible
and practical except for one problem. This problem is that schools tra-
ditionally have a minimum of telephone facilities. Time sharing either
needs its own telephone line or must tie up an operating line for extended
periods of timed It was found that for an industry of six teams, it takes
ten minutes to input .the decisions to the computer and thirty to forty
minutes to print the results of the decisions. Both decision input and
results output take place over a time sharing remote terminal,

VI. A. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

VI. A. 1. Conclusions

It is concluded that:

(1) The use of a computerized business game in high school to teach
business, accounting, and micro - economics is technically
feasible.

(2) The module concept in simulation games is practical and is of
definite pedagogical value.

(3) The "competitive" nature of simulation games does not have to
be pronounced, and, in fact, is detrimental to the learning
experience if it is over-emphasized.

(4) Time sharing offers a convenient means'for the administration
of computer games to high schools. Hardware needs of each
school are minimal, and unlikeanyother means of administration,
absolutely no support people are needed beyond the teacher.

VI. A. 2. Recommendations

It is recommended that:

(1) The business game model be redesigned somewhat to delete much
of the competitive nature of the simulated market.

(2) A thorough investigation of the costs involved in administering
a game be undertaken.

12
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(3), An implementation system for the introduction of the business

game and other such games to secondary schools be developed.

(4) The business game be established in more than one high school

.
and an extended trial run be undertaken as a preliminary step

toward offering the game nationwide.
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APPENDIX A

*******************************.*****************

al,. SO A-3 01, AC.71 =W-ael 1

damcwiratio-

:

Fin-MON -REP-ORTS-******** *******
**************i
FIRM l PERIOD 6

FIRm INTERNAT NAL

=an

INPUT nEtTs-ms
***************

- _17.. : ammasta-0LA1 =-JS

PRODUCTIoN 130000. RAW MAT PURCHASES 121500.VOL OvEEs-HIRED- fiEMPLOYES FIRED 0.NEW PLANT 30000. PRICE 21EMERPENtyinWNPENT O. .7.M1.-7,---

NATIONAL ADVFRTISING 150000. otarao

=

1...7110217=i3Oral.M1-.112_

=IR .a..sgacsazr.a.._- -s-mazz: awe shod.. r.a.==r- star--as =sca- -...e.mrsomoto -sae ,S

Irrot mac t-wa. z . cg a

.147,311.=:= PONICC./M a=o=c==.1.s311.

ti C "CGS griL SC. C 422100., IRAK 0/.O.2*,
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sr. ac= "Ittalamo Ma,

INCOME STATEMENT
****************

- . .

. _ . . .

SALES 210492c.-
COST OF GOODS sno

BEG INvENTn0
MANUFACTURING cosrs 1631736.
ENOING INVENTORY 416997,

cnsr Of GOODS SOLD 1214739.
R tki ARG 890182.

OPERATING EXPFNSES
- AL= Cv.asIcx

DEPRECIATION
TRANSPORTATION 15492.
WAREHOUSING 78.1.50
ADMINISTRATIVE 594956.

1ARKF1TN --150000;
TOTAL 891219.

OPERATING INcnt4E 1037.
OTHER EXPENSES 0.

. ..
INCOME REFORE TAXES -1037.
TAXES 539.

ma 13C.N. VC. ME "111. ,41t aC /a -.I. a a Ne =Mc., C-M-401BM ,1Dai..Mek MIIlowc *it vramt.la Lerilyin IMMOYINI..= miff r SAS RI -

NET INcnE m.498.
ADDITION TO NET WORTH -498.

.13 L = 7111 03.1. :we ...wow =alma ascx mr. at

21 /-71011010-,---..f

31111.1111.1711.:=AC--S_ SS% 3111.0.711.1= 4111. Ir*.1= AC- - -=7=111C. =SC IC



ag,=,

FUNDS STATEMENT
***************

SOURCES
SALES
NEW LOANS

TOTAL
USES

CASH FnR OPER/MONS
TAXES
PLANT TWVESTMFNT

-TOTAL
ADDITION TO CASH ASSETS

RALANCE SHEET
*************

ASSETS

---
CASH

---TNVEN TORY
RAW MATERIALS

TOTAL
LIARILIT TES

WORTH
TOTAL

21049210
0.

2104921.

2440724.
"5390

30000.
24701850
'1'365264

4654970
4169970--

34835.
099799;

1917127*
0.

1917127.
19171270

Z ===- a a a= a a=ia Eaars. 1,a.= aatiaLan a G,== aall===a1,==aa =.3 EIE-ata aaaa Era acarallaIG AIM a.: ZEaemaa =NE 6= ===Ea-aa, =aim= a --a-n-7, a II E =AM Sae .

01,11/NDA,..7.. dlielaaMWEEME atia.P0Ea ESala.....ZE atazIaElaNalatair-.7011al

SECT...7
MaleaEla +Mae,

aoaulyanoll ..11Nraws=waa teg=m0C

fa= 11=BE, 1,1= == = E. = = =



PRODUCTION AND SALES DATA IN UNITS
**********************************

INV SHIPMENTS SALES END INVBEG

TONE 1 0. 25419. 26059. 5360.

70NE 2 0. 39329. 29318, 10011.
47401. 17850,ZONE 3 0. 6525G

TOTALS 0. 130000. 96778, 33222.

aaas NIS fa, IWGS ..71Camma

MANUFACTURING COST DATA

- _ - - - -

RAW MATERIALS 452852,

LABOR 602000.

OVERHEAD 576884.
TOTAL 1631736;

RAW MATERIALS INVENTORY (IN UNITS)
.

_
**********************************

BEG INVENTORY 18500.
PURCHASES 121500,'

PRODUCTION 130000.
040IWINVENTORY 10000.

-1/.02/ Cala, ZtaalOOdaaa...4aa

LAPOR REPORT
************

-

EMPLOYEES LAST PERIOD
EMPLOYEES HIRED

----EMPLOYEES FIRED-
EMPLOYEES THIS PERIOD

134.
11.

=WOO.

145.

- -

PLANT CAPACITY NEXT PERIOD 130490.
-RAW MAT PRICE NEXT PERIOD
WAGE COST NEXT PLRIOD 4150.23*It

ANC AM_Gr....G. 7,-7M1 anla

Mit,MMY.IMb

aL=LALW:OW 17

- ,z= Gas G .1aeo



1.4

MARKETING INrORMATION
*********************

ECONOMIC INDEX THIS PERIOD
ECONOMIC FORECAST NEXT PERIOD
ECONOMIC FORECAST TWO PERIODS

ZONAL ECONOMIC FORECASTS

C.

ZONE 1

THIS PERIOD 1.00
NEXT PERIOD 0.99

TWO PERIODS HENCE 1.04

1.00

HENCE
1.00
007

2 3

1.00
1.02

1.00
0.99

1.02 0.91

MARKET SHARE (ESTIMATES)

FIR I 0.17
FIRM -2 0.22
FIRM 3 0.20
FIRM 4 0.21
FIRM 5 0.20

MARKETING EXPENDI1URES (ESTIMATES)
FIRM NATIONAL

I 1500n0.
2 78329.
3 105260.
4-- 150344.
5 90730.

NEWSLETTER
3 _SC Ss Oils sCr-Vic 1.1=-.7. Si PCS.SassasslIS =SC S.m.SIN. an SS SCal 4==cr acat Icess as, aNie-sms :_-=.7-S-111cams INIMSCONG folt as* .V.37Ssc 976 CS M.= .7. sl S.7:- 1 s

smosill

**********

FIGUREg-tffRMETTN DOLLARS

F2t0A921.--

COANS-

111.

-PRICE

2 2581545. 39122. O. 1901371, 0. 20,35
O. 1927947, O. 20.90

4 2452406. 16917. O. 1874605, O. 20040
5-23874757 -7194 =9-97-----56000; 1839521;- 0. -20925

ASISSICL1sa=rim tag T ssc--01=0 pftnalsact am ass limc

aSSalla OAK .71S1MINeS,

AS.

=1==== s.r.= aces .a=z



*************************************************

POSITION-REPORTS
******** *******

--*********.*******
FIRM 1 PERIOD 7

FIRM INTERNATIONL

INPUT DECISIONS
***************

PRODUCTION 87278. RAW'MAT PURCHASES 77278.
EMPLOYEES-FIRED---------EMPLID'EES HIRED O.

NEW PLANT O. PRICE 20,75
EMERGENCY LnAN REPAYMENT 0,

SHIPMENTS TO ZONE 1 9000*
SHIPMENTS Tn IONE 2 50000.
SHIPMENTS TO ZONE 3 28278.
NATIONAL-ADvERTTSIUG 50000.
ZONE 1 ADVERTISING 15000,
-ZONE 2 ADVERTISING* 60000.
ZONE 3 ADVERTISING 25000.



INCDME STATEMENT
****************

SALES
COST OF GOODS SOLD

EEG P'1%TETORY
MANUFACTURING COSTS
END TTG1 WEN TO R

COST OF GOODS SOLD
G-imss MARGII
OPERAT EXPENSF.S

2231-847

416997.
1249540.
178978:

1467558.
744289,

DEPRECTAT rOr 49990.
TR ANSPDRTAT I ON 12700.
WAREHOUSING 67978,
ADMINISTRATIVE 482862.
MARK-ETING 15-0000

TOTAL 763530.
OPERTI NG I NC t1M "P19241-.
OTHER EXPENSES
INCM1/44E REFORE TAXES
TAXES

INCnME
ADDITION TO NET WORTH

. O.
19241.:

*P10005
*P-9236.
*1'9236
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FUNDS STATEMENT

SOURCES
SALES
NEW LOANS

TOTAL
USES

CASH FOR OPERATIONS
TWYES
PLANT INVESTMENT

Trivitu

ADDITION TO CASH ASSETS

BALANCE SHEET
*************

ASSETS
CASH

--INVENTORY
RAW MATERIALS

2231847,
0.

2231847.

1930201,
-10005,

0.

1920195,
311652,

777149,
178978.

0,
"PLANT

TOTAL 1905936.
11 A9ILIT1ES 0.
NET WORTH 1905936.

TOTAL 1905936,

a
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PRODUCTION AND SALES DATA IN UNITS
****-WV***********************

BEGUN'[ SHIPMENTS SALESENDiNV
ZONE 1 5360: 90-00. f4 360.

ZONE 2 10011. 50000. 47070.

ZONE 3---- 17850. 28278. 46128.

TOTAL& 33222. 87278* 107559.

MANUFACTURING COST DATA
***********************

RAW MATERIALS 286963.
CAROR 506000.
OVERHEAD 456577*

TOTAL 1249540.

RAW MATERIALS INVENTORY (IN UNITS)
'*-4iW-WWWW4-*W.***-V*W****************

BEG INVENTORY
.PURCHASES
PRODUCTION
ENDING INVENTORY

772780--
87278*

0.

LAORREpOc?T
************

EMPLOYEES -ENSTPERIOD
EMPLOYEES HIRED 00

EMPLOYEES-FIRED 10.
EMPLOYEES THIS PERIOD 124.

PLANT CAPACITY NEXT PERIOD 132614.
RAW MAT 'ORICENEXT PERIOD 3.171
WAGE COST NEXT PERIOD 4186.66



MARKETING INFORMATION
*********************

ECONOMIC INDEX THIS PERIOD
ECONOMIC-FORECAST-NM-PERIOD
ECONOMIC FORECAST HO PERIODS HENCE

ZONAL ECONOMIC FORECASTS

ZONE
THIS PERIOD
NEXT PERIOD

TWO PFRIODS HENCE

1 2

I .00 1400
1.00 0.96
r: 0.95

MARKET SHARE (ESTIMATES)

FIRM 1 0.18
FIRT ? 0.22
FIRM 3 0.20
FIRM 4 'W22

FIRM,5 0.19

1.00
1.01
0.99

4

MARKETING EXPENDITURES (ESTIMATES)!MATES )

F I
NATIONAL

1 15000. 60000. 25000. 50000.
W-255374. -53545:- 104735

3 14875. 22076. 380244. 79302.
-26799:- 56497:- - --- 52169.,

5 38667. 15813. 15619. 79555.

NEWSLETTER
**********

FIGURES -EXPRESSED- IN DOLLARS

FIRM- 'NEW-PLANT-SALES' PROFIT- ASSETS

f 2231847 . 0. 1905936. O.

2 2649749. 64458. 1000000 1965731. 0.

3 2400773. 47332. 0. 1'971250. 0.

4 2611695. 80596. 100000, 1954028. 0.

5 2439178:--64700 0. 1904182,

PRICE-

-20.75-
20.10
20;40--
20.40
20W35------



**************4**********************************

_posturmRERoms
******** *******
****************
FIRM 1-FERIDD -11

FIRM INTERNATIONL

INPUT DECISIONS
***************

PROIUCTION
._EMELOYELS__RIRED
( NEW PLANT

EMERSIENY LOAN REP
SHIPMENTS TO ZONE

C. _3411.EME NIS LO _LEINE
SHIPMENTS To ZCP4E
NAILONAL_ADvERT151

( ZONE 1 ADVERTISING
LaSLErILLSIltr

ZONr 3 ADVERTISING
C.230OuCT DgIELOPmFNT

MAINTENANCEMAT
C: NEW L9ANS

LOAN, REPAYMENT

00.1..0.1

117234. RAW MAT PURCHASES
0._EMPLOYEES FIRED
0. PRICE4

AYMENT
1 30000.
2 30128.
3 57106.
NG___ ___50000.

40000.

60000.
15000.
40000.
15010,

0. DIVIDENDS PER SHARE
0, INVESTmENT

iiii34.

20.05

C

0.000
375000.

r."

0

7

5

a
.

ti

------24



INCOME STATEMENT
*****************

_SALES
COST OF.GOODS SOLD

REG I.NivFNTDRy
mAN9FACTIRING COSTS
ENDING INWENTORY

C9ST OF GOODS SOLO
C C1ROss_mpiGI4

OPERATING E(PENSES

C

C

2482509,

182242.
1495545.
104019,

1573768,
908741_1_

DEp4U1AIIAN 40717.,

TRANSP7RTATION
wAREHnUSilq_

15026.
77723.

ADMTNISTRUIVE 490843.
MAI4TE4ANCE 40000.
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 15000.
MARL(EJ 0

T1TAL
1115,0
874308,
34433,

OTHER Ex0ENSES O.

nTHFR INJ;nmT 9375,
INCW4E RIEFORE rAxES 43808.
TAXES
NET INCOME

_22781.1
21028.

ALVIRENIB
ADDITION TO NETORTH 21028.

(;"
10



(

FUN;)S STA4EmENT

_SflIJRcLS
SALES
N L LtLIN S
INVES TIE NITS

USES
CAS FA R.1)2 E R N5 1329.13.7A
ytocKs 22780.

L_Axr____ust VEST ME N.L. _0

DIV (1)EilDS
nAIA__RiLeALAEtsa

T AL
AD 02..T.I ON_TD ._C

C.

2462509.
0.

9375.
2 'L91 8811..

0.
0.

2351917.
139967.

BALAN CAL. SIRE"
****** k******

C Assrts

INVENToRY
E S

PL ANT
_TA TAL_ _

C LTARTI,ITCES
fi T

TI1T

C

;.1

lat_U121_
104019.

773625.
cr..=

MC. 1.14cC.0 , dtz2

0.
1119_3611_
1Q19365

olvell.r.3101.10.r.11.8.

SS 7. Calk .=e7a

12

ox.-- *R..*

10

7

elearicust.10

4

3
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C'

PRODUCTIMI AND SALES PAT IN UNITS
********k*************************

REA_I/LV SiliaREUIS

ZDNE 1 Q,
ZONE 2 3812.

____7aNE___3 10614.
TOTALS 14766.

D INV

30000, 25307,_ 4693._
30128. 34000. 0.

57106, 645Q9c_ _3490.
117234. 123816. 8184.

710
MANUFACTUNING COST DA1 A
***********************

RAW MATEPIALS
LABna
OVERHEAD

nilA

393376.
587321.
514849.
1495545._

41.

RAW MATERIALS INVENTORY (IN UNITS)
**********************************

REG INVENTOPY
PURCHASFS
PRODUCTION

C UM_

L t R

*********M**

_LIMNLEILL157 Pia! OD
EMPOYEES HIRED
EMELnYLEL1-----i'R
EMPLOYEES THIS PERIOD

O.
11723/b
117234.

QL

JA.
0.

16.
132.

.7===

PLANT CAPACITY NEXT PERIOD
RAW MAT PPICE NEXT PERIOD

111792.
3.407

4497.28.

I0

WAGE COST NrxT PERIOD
IMMMt M.t.==7 Mt. M=.7tin IC

MIMOMMMICAMMIMMCMLCM==tt..7MS=.. AM.C.1=1111

if

5

4

3

27 ------

MM=11,71MM =UM= Mtt-



MARKETING INFORMATION
*********************

ECONOMIC TNPEX THIS PERIOD 1.00
ECoNnmIc ForFcAsi NEyT PEP nn 1.Qe
ECONOMIC FOPECAST TWO pERTons HENCE 1.01

ZONAL ECONOMIC FORECASTS

/ONE 1 2 3
taLs___p_Emm, La..0.1) 1.00 1s...00

NEXT PEPIOD 1.00 1.10 n.98
T2411_PERID.D.S..J4EXCLL Q..9.6 0.,:99

MARKET SIIARE (ESTIMATES)

. FIRM 1 . , 0421
FIRM 2

1

___

FIRM 3 0.12
a m 4_Ea

FIRm 5 0.22

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT (ESTIMATES)

FIRM 1 15000.00
FTRM 2 t0086.1.21___
FIRM 3 2945.19
Elf0111 _25186.26
FIRM 5 49378.69

MARKETING EXPENDITURES (ESTIMATES)
FTWI 7nNElLata2 7IALJNAILUAL

1 40000. 30000. 600000 50000.
4049. 34417. 75'460. 154179.

3 5243. 10183. 1866/. 15344.
4 29571. 41878. 61759. 50117.

.

5 46675. 30550. 31807. 81385.

NEWSLETTER

.

EIGHREF, UPRESSED TN OnLIARS.

.

LOANS

O.

O.
141232.

.

20.05

'a

SALFS PROFIT NEWPLArlq_._ ASSETS.12.1121/1
10

1 240251.0. 21078. O. 1919365.
2 2806802. ..53635. 0. 1871989.

51261.5111212144e 0. 1805440.
19.25
22.00

4 2434411. 24303. 0. 1912703.
.

O. 20.25

4

3 28 .

2
'

.
,
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APPENDIX B

FILE 4=0072,UNIT=PRINTER
FILE 5=INpUNTT=REMOTE,BLOCKING=3,RECORD=10
FILE A=OUTJOINIT.TREMOTE,BLOCKING=3,RECORO=10
FILE 8=PRODATPUNTT=DISOBLOCKING=3,RECORD=20

COMMON PLANT1(10),PLANTC10),RMIN1(fb)oRMTNV(16),RMPUR(10),
_2EMPF(10),EMPL(10),EMPH(10)rEMPL1(10),FLA9OR(10),PROO(10),
3PROCAP(10),SHIP(3,10),PRICE(10),ADVNAT(10),PRDOEV(10),SUMADVC3),
4ADV(3,10),FACAnV(3),TOTPOT(3), ECONZ(3,20),DMOPRI(10))

5TIMADV(3,10),M4PRI(t0),ITMNAT(10),TIMOEV(10),DMONAT(10),
611MODEVC10),PERPRI(3,10),PERNAT(3,10),PERDEV(3,10),PERZON(3,10),
7DEMAND(3,10),FACTOR(3),POTSAL(3,10),AVATL(3,10),BINV(3,10),
8TRINV(10),SALUNT(3,10),FINV(3,10),TINV(10),TSALES(10),TINVO(10),
9RMCOST(10),SHTFTN(10),WAGES(10),OVHEAD(10),BVAL(10),CSTMFG(10)
COMM0N CPSTUT(10),WORTH(10),VSALES(10),CSIGS0(10)pGROSS(10),

2 nEPC10),PLTLAT(10),TRANS(10),WARE(10),ADMS(10),MODUSEC7:

3°F4APITOPTMKTG(10),FMKTRS(10),TEXP(10)0nPINC(10),FINTIN(10),
4RPY6(10 ), TLN6( 10), FLNRE0( ln ), CSHOUT (10), CAVA! L.(1 0), FLN20(10 ),

5FINTPY(10)0PY20(10),TLN20(10)FINBT(10),TAX(10),FINATC10),
60IVTOT(10),ADRE(10)pTNEWLNC10),SOURCEC10),USE(10),TOTRPY(10),
TADCASH(10),CASH(10),RAWMAT( 10),TLNTOT(10),ASSETS(10).FNFTWT(10),

OLIAB(10)PSHMKT(10),ESTEC1(10))ESTEC2(10),ESTZE1(3,10)
4.14

....,.,,,ESTZEP(3, 1 0),ESTNAT( 10,10) ,ESTPRDC 10, 10),ESTSHR(10, 10)"

cniAmoy ESTZON(3,10,10),SALES1(10)
commnv AoymIN( 3).sHsTG(10),ptATIN(10),FINv3n(10),otvPsH(10),
2DM040V(3,10),TMVAME(10,2)PPRFACT(10),TOTADV(3)
DIMENSION IWTC3),IPRNTc10),CPERC(3),CONE0),.CFPRO!)C cab C .

--tommom FLNPAY(10)
COMMON GMARG(6),PRPER(6),PERASS(6),TURN(6),OTRAT(6)

'-.4---------DAYAC.FiERC/Or143;1'.75/PCONE/.20,1;75,403/PCFOR/005,802.01,750.0051
nATA ZWT/.20..30..50/

liAtA(ECONZOPT), I=1,10)/1,110T/007,'95,;98,101,02,1.0501.013/

DATA CECON7(2,T)0I=1010)/1,101,09,.97,1,1,10401.0601.08/
-DAfol-(ECON7(3;T);I=1'10)/1,0'1.495'.93'.91'.97,499,1,102/
INTEGER PoRPOs :1.-, * ft,. ...ezal, . at, Mailk fss.+* , 4.44144 4,- 4. t c4 OF Emz, a d arto C Ea.

FLNLI4=500000.
on t580 K=1,10

180SHSTOC6=150000,
HIST=.5 i OW 77 777

ANTMIN=.05 0
DO 3715 J=1#3

. - . , 11.1a7. 0.77267 .. aim 110.7 ...7 r
37153715 ADVMIN(j)=003

PROM/N=02
C7=S. 7Se IK .7 . 7

nEPLET=4105
RESMIN=10000.
RLNMIN=0.0
RLNPAY=0.0
DIVMIN=.25
FTNMIN=0. 3 L

COSTRM=3.511

PLTNOd=o20
PLTUNT=104000

S 7 a S.3 - 7
SS 777a at 7 C777 z IA lerS St :a a, 1: :777 GAS 774 .777aS 7 44-4

asalasse , rlc. Es* E. act 7W 17.77 all 04.441 =.44.104 :a MO .1. tr.,.

az, S CS- am =la 441,4 4444, 4. 4 4.14 4. 4a. s* .X.,.40olcabaz 44.- sr __ d Ea E

a-a- Sa117-7-- 7771t 7.73 aaa 4.1107 77-7 . AWLS,

aa..7-Za7S.7

30
Z t7 177.3 aa = Ca .7 Or 7



PRODLB=900.
CFIRE=2000.

. A.1.1.01 a*XlijilE=.1.°P°0
CRMIN.V=.20
CSHMIN=1.000
CSHDIV=2.0
CSMIFT=.30

. DEPRAT=.05
C.5.141;71,30
CSHP2=.120
CHSP3=.40

. CWHAR=1.00

. '

DORIG=3100000. ; ADMIN=200000. 10MIN:i1f10000,4A1=1 .0;A2=1

A3=400.1F1=1,75;F2=500.;F3=,50
rINT=.025

urlia.sCrCA

F101=035
FINT2=10
TAXR=.52

PDET=.95_ OFTSHT=.25
WDELT=.20

98 FORMAT(///"PRODUCTION MANA('EMENT SIMULATOR"/
_

3"********************** *******.**?///)

..-d - (3=6

_

2S,A...
War.i-ra,r J.: a .

WRITE(6,7359)
7359 FORMAT(///"INPUT A RANDOM START_ ___.(57HARYURS

REA0(5,/)NSTART .

ZZ1=RANDOMCNSTARTMZZ=RANnOM(0)
WRITE(6,2400)

2400 FORMAT(///"INPUT 7 MODULE CODES (1. IF TEAMS OONT PLAY)")
La a r r. . a s s r . a .M r ......:14 1 4- Lfi, 1, ,,r

REA6(5./)(MODUSE(N),N=11,7)
84 FORMAT(A3)

P=8
WRITE(6,865)

FORMAT(///"TS T4IS PERIOD ONE -(YES OR NO)")
READ(5,84)ATEST;IF(ATEST.E0."YES")NP0=1. tar.i.rd.,,W* a

IF(NPO.NE.1)G6 TO 868
YRITE(.6,069)._ _

869 FORMAT( ///"INPUi NUMBER OF TEAMS Tei
8110_4<=1,NFIRM; WRITE (6,18112) K

-8112 FORMAT(///"INPUT NAME FOR TEAM ",T4)

1_811_0 E A (5 8114.)

8114 FORMAT(2A6)
1520 FORMAT(///" THERE HAVE BEEN SOME MISVNP_ERSTANDINGS MTT14ri

2" THE LOCAL LABOR UNION REPRESENTING MR PLANT WORKERS."/
3" IT IS ESTIMATED THAT YOU WILL LOOSE FIFTY PERCENT OF"/

4" YOUR LABOR PRODUCTIVITY IN PERIOD 9.")
86_AF.CNPD.E0.1)G0 TO 8145 014 :,, ar...arr

READ(P)WAGE7,COSTRM,NPD,NFIRm
00_1041 j<=1 ,t0; DO. 10.4t=

1041 READ(P)TMNAmE((.N)
00 510 K=1,10

510 REAO(P)RMINV(Ki-,PROCA006,npjAf(K),61PaKi,114NAT(K),
2TIMOEV(K),(TIMADV(J.K),j=1.3),TIMPRI(K),WORTHCK1,CRINV(J,K),



3J=1,3),PLANT(K),TLN6(K),TLN20(K),CASH(K),SALAVG
WRITE(6.1091)NPDPMMNAME(ION),N=1,2),K=1,NFIRM)

1091 FORmAT( /iitswEl4Pki..C.._T9___F!ERIn0",T4/"TEAMS ARE"/10(/2A6))__L__

8145 CONTINUE .

1515.T.ORMAJ(///HOW MANY COPIES OF OUTPUT ARE DESTRED")
IF(NPD.NEi1)G0 TO 8350;DO A351 K=1pNFIRMIRMINV(K)=10000,
PR9CAPcK)=1000000EMPL(K)=117.;TIMNAT(K)=500000
TIMDEV(K)=30600.;TIMADV(1,K)=25000.;TIMADV(2,K)=2506611;
TIMADV()=259PP.041NYJt?...!0=20000TJMPRI(K)=9,J____
AINV(2,K)=30000BINV(3,K)=5000.;i464TH(K)=10.)
PLANT(K) =100000o0cASH(K)=50n000lOsALVGqqq0Qqp.
SALEs100=2000000,

.

8351 CONTINUE
8350 CONTINUE

11,:(NFD.E0,9)PRODIA=450,_ -1,4,4. YA4L/WMaYl , ,.. a.... xaw

DO 2221 K=1,NFIRM
2221 Tsno1=TsnLo1 +sALEs1oo

C READ TEAM RESPONSES
DO 2450 K=1,NFIRM
WRITE(6,2401)K

2401 FORMAT(///"TEAM,I4) _____-. _
2421 FORMAT(" PRODUCTION VOIUMf"/"7 -EMPCOYEES' 14IRtD"/

2" EMPLOYEES FIRED"/" RAW MATERIALS
3" NEW PLANT " /" REPAYMENT OF 20% LOAN")

READ( 5,/)PROD(K),PRICE( K),EMPH(K),EMPF(K),RMPUR(K),PLNTIN(K)
2PRPY2OCK)
IF(M0DOSE(1)*F.A11)G0 TO 2,402 .

_ _
WRITE(6,2420)

2420 FORMAT ( / //" SHIPMENTS TO 70NE'1"/" SHIPMENTS TO ZONE 2")

REA0(50/)SHIP(10K),SHIP(24100
2402 IF(mODUSE(2).E(.1)GO To 2403

WRTTEC6,2035)
2035 .FORMATOW!!

READ(5,/)A00:01T(K)
2403 TFCMODUSE(3).E(4.1)G0 TO 2404

WR/TE(6,2036)
2036 FORMAT(///" 70NE 1 ADVERTISING"/" ZONE 2 ADVERTISING " /

2" ZONE 3 ADVERTISING")
REA0(5,/)(ADV(J,K),J=1'3)

2404 IF(MODUSE(4).E0.1)G0 TO 2405
WRTTEC6,2037)

2037 FORmATc///9 PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT" )
READ(5,/)PRODFV(K)

2405 IF(MODUSE(5).!1.1)GO TO 2403

-.1RITE;11?9141 - _

FORMAT(//?» MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURE ")
READ(5,/)FMAINT(K)

2406 IF(MODUSE(6).E0.1)G0 TO 2407
WRYTE(6.2039)

2039 FORMAT(///" MARKET RESEARCH")-
REA0(5,/)FMKTRS(K) _

2407 IF(MODUSEC7).E0.1)G6 TO 240A
WRITE(6,20411

2041 FORMAT(///" REPAYMENT OF LOAN"/
2" TNvESTmENT. IN_BOND.S/ _.6% LOAN RE.nUE.STED"/"__DINIDEND ")

READ( 5,/)RPY6CK),FItiV8D(6.FLNREQ06,DIVPSHCK)
24O CONTIN' T.14,or..+0 R rn

0.,..**. vI
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..

411=0

111.11.

2450-CONTINUE.-___ _

C ROUTINE fn SEDUCE REPAYMENTS TO NO MORE THAN LOANS OSTG
00..1382._K=1,NFIR!4;IFCRRY6(K).GTATLN6(K))RPY6(K)=TLN6(K)
IF(RPY20(K).GT.TLN20(K))RPY20(K)=TLN20(K)

138? CONTINUE__
C
C REDUCE prinnucTtoN TO MAXIMUM LIMITS

DO 90 K =t,NFIRM
PLANT1(K)=PLANT(K)
RMIN1(K)=RMINV(K).
RMINV(K)=RMINV(K)+RmPUR(K)
IF(EMPF(K).GT.EMPL(K)+EMPH(K))EMPE(K)=EMPL(K)+EMPH(K)
EMPL1(K)=EmPL(K)
EMPL(K)=EMPL(K)+EMPH(K)-EMPFCK).______
FLABOR(K)=EMPL(K)*PriODLB
IF(PROO(K).GT,RMINV(K))PROO(K)=RMINV(K) _

IF(PROI(K).GT.1.0*PROCAP(K))PROD(K)=1.0*PROCAP(K)
IF(PRIDCK).GT.FLABOR(K) )PRDDCK)=FLA.B.OR(K)__
IF(PROO(K).LT.0.0)PROD(K)=0.0 .

,.. !...1.1 , us :a

DO _1695 K=1,NFIRM
IF(FLNI3E._0(K ). ti_LN6(K).GT.FLmL IM)FLNREOCK)=FLNLIM7TLN6(K).__

1695 CONTI4UE

C GENERATE DEFAULT INPUT VALUES FOR FIRM PESPOWSES

VMW7,...WWWW

NSTART=999
IFCMODUSE(1)Ja0_1Gn__TD_JOn

C

C DEFAULT _ROUT I_NE __TO_ GENE.RAT_E__SHIPMENTS_.

C

C

C

. ..- -M.A.' .

K=1" Mr I.RM own. rusal . au, s .1....7gn...r..e.m- wt." S. a...KW ...I. t.

CALL GAUSS(NSTART,.03,1.00,X)
SHIP(1,10=PROD(K)*ZWT(1)*X
CALL SAUSS(NSTART,.03,1,00,X)

50 SHIP(2,10=PROD(K)*ZWT(2)AX
800 IF(MODUSE(2).(0.0)GO TO. 801

*Cs
DEFAULT ROUTINE TO GENERATE NATIONAL ADVERTISING

DO 51 K=1,NEIRm
CALL_ GAUSS( NSTA RT1 0311.4060(.)

51 ADVNAT(K)=SALAVG*ANTMIN*X
.

C

C DEFAULT_ ROUT 0 _GENE R A T.E___ZO.N A L. MARKET

C

DO 52 K=1,NEIRM
nn 52 J=1,3
CALL_GAUSS(NSTARTP03,1,00X) ,

5? AOV(J,K)=SALAVG*.03*X*ZWT(J)
80? IF(MODUSE(4),E0.0)GO.T0_803_ .

..2., Woo, ,,

C

C DEFAULT ._ROUTINE TO GENERATE PRODUCT .DEVELOPME.0......_.

as**1.1.6..m. ." al/. MSS, 47.1 .4 4,0
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CALL GAuSS(NSTART, .03, 1 .0a,x)
53 PRDDEV(K)=SALAVG*PRDMIN*X

803 !UPODIJ.5.(5)._F_Oi.0)GP_TO8.011
C

C DEFAULT ROUTINE TOGEWATE pLANT MA ATNNCE
C

DO 54 K=1,NFTRM
CALL 6AUSS(NSTART;s03,1,66,X)---

54 EmAINT(K)=n0
804 IF(MODUSE(6.E0.0)G6 TO 805

C DEFAULT ROUTINE TO GENERATE MARKETING RESEARCH

___ .

RO 55 K=1,NFIRm
G A.USSCNS.T A_R

55 FMKTRS(K)=PESON*X
809 IF.CMODUSEC71EQ901G0

, c

Cf DEFAULT
C

... Lima/..,...*1 AmV: wa ./0

RPY6C()=TLN6C()

FLNRE2(K)=0.0
FINV9D(K)=0,0
DIVPS4C0=n40

. q0NitN0E _

806 CONTINUE
ISAL1.=FLOAT(NFIRM)*SALAvG
DI) 736 K=1,NF1R4
SHIpt3,KI=PROOCWSHIP1.,K)-SHiP.C.2,KI___1_
IF(sHIP(3,X),GE.0.0)G0 TO 736
TSHIP=SHIP(1,K)+SHIP(2,K)
SHIp(t.K)=-(SHIP(100/TSHIP)*PROD(K)
SHIPC2,107.(SHIP(?(TWP)"PFTPSY)
SHIpC3,!00,0

7.36 CONTINuE
(CON=0.0

.01/1..K.,.- *U. *,fi. ...0 . e , a 4-Air ,:t

ECoNli=0.0
P.O 240 J=10_
ECrIm=160N+zwTiji*EcoNZ(J,NpD)
_ECrIN6=ECQN6+ZwT(J)*ECONz(jopn+i)

246 EcnNi2=EcoN 7t2+0T(J)*EcoNz(JPOD+2i

C DETERMINE TOTAL DEMAND BASED ON UNITARY ELASTICITY WITH RESPECT TC

'C
SUMpRI=4.0
00 60K=1,NFIRm.

60 sumpRl=sUmpRI+pRICE(K)
AVGPRI=SUMpRI/FLOAT(NETRM)
TOTDMD=DORIG*FLOAT(NFTRM)/AvGPRI*ECON
WRITE(6,6001.)TnTOMO

6001 FORmAT(///TOTDO,F25.6)
_c . . . .

C ADJUST TOTAL. DEMAND TO REFLECT TEAM iiES-c;iiNSIS. I AGGREGATE

eC,, , . .4 4e 1o. PO Ler .430, 1, .. .,A04 vi Ara.. 41. ails M.,. ,

- - _
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SUMNAT=0.0
SumnEv=0,0
Do..2.41_,J=1,3

241 SUMADVCA=0.0
_. D0_61. K=1 v!1FTRM _ .

SUMNAT=SUMNAT+ADVNAT(K)*HIST+TIMNAT(K)*C1.0".HIST)
SLINIDEV=SUMDF.V+PRCIDEV(K)11:HIST+TIMDEV(K)*.(1,0HISTX,
SUMNAT=SUMNAT/FLOAT(NFIRM)
SURDEVY:SUMDEV/FLOATVIFIRM).
DO 61 J=1,3

____SUMADV(J)=SUMADV(J)+ADV(J,K)*HIST+TIMADV(J,K)*;
/ o'HI ST ) .

61 SUMAOV(J)=SUMADV(J)/FLOAT(NFIRM)
FACNAT=EXPnN2(CONE,SUMNAT,$ALAVG)
FACDEV=EXPON2( C ONE, SUMDEV, SALAVG )

DO 120 J=1,3
120 FACA0V(J)=F.XPON2( St-IMADV-(J), SA- LA-V-6)

_....I.E(MODUSE(2).F..0:0)TOTDMI)=TnTOMO*FACNAT.
IF(MODUSE(4)9F0.0)TOTDMD=T0TOND*FACOEV

J=1,3. _ .

CALL GAUSS(MSTATR,e03,1.60,Y)

.._-_,...,---.....__TOTPOT(J)=TOTDMD*ZNT(J)*ECnNZ(JoNPO)*X
IFCMODUSE( 3) .F).0)TflTP0T(J)TOTPOTJ)*FACADVCJ)

121 C ON T I NOE
WRI TEC 6, 6002) ( T 3TP)T( J), J=1 3)

6002.,.FORMAT(//./."TOTPOT"03F15,0)
C

TO VARIOUS FIRMS
C

wwww

DO 65_1(=1.01FIRm . _ .
4..MM

DM0PRICK)=PRICE(K)*HIST+iiMPRI(K)*(100-HIST)
DMON4T(K)=ADVNAT(K)*HIST+TTmNATCK)*(1.0!HISTI____
DMO0Ey(K)=pRODEv(K)*HIST+TImDEV(K)*(1110-HIST)
00,65

65 DMOADV(J,K)=A0V(J,6*HIST+TIMADVCJ,Ki*(i.0-HIST)
___TOTRRI=0.0 _

TOTNAT=0.0
TOTDEV=0.0
DO 242 J=1,3

......._241JOTAOVC,O=no
FMAXI=OMDPRI(1).___DO._2821.K=1,NFIRM;IF.CDMOPRICK).GTFMAXI)FMAXI=DMOPRICK).. . _

-2621 cONTIvuEm 2872 K=1,NFTRm

2822._PRFACT(K)=(FMAXI-DMDPRICK)+1.0)**3.0_.
DO 66 K=1,NFTRM

et0 e e.

.4... alelea Iafiluilit M
l.A 1*. e.e. h.t Mu.

.....--#2.......--........----TOTPRI=TOTPRI+PRFACT(K)--------.-.
TOTNAT=TOTNAT+04DNAT(K)
TOTDEV=TOTDEV+DMDDEV(K)
00 66 J=1,3

.

66 TOTADVCJWOTADVCJ)+DMDADV(JPK). - ..... - ............

DO 67 K=1 pMFIRM
AS

PERPRI(J0K)=600N-6FIRM,94,5502PFTFA-C-TI K ),TO )TPRI

PERNAT(J,K)=EXPON(NFIRM,0,2.50MONATC10,T0INAT) .

PER0EV(J,K)=EXPON(NFIRM,.3,2.8,0MDDEV(10,T0TDEV)
PERZON(PK )=EXPON(Nr IRM,113,7. 250, OMDADV(J/K ), TOTADVCJ) ) ..

67 CONTINUE
. -....._ DO .122_ K=.1, NF IR g

flo.wwww I*IØ it -.6, OW,
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DM 122 .jr-ip3 . .. .

DEMAND(J,K)=PERPRI(J,K)+PERNAT(J,K)
IF(MODUSE(4).F0.0)DEHAND( J,K)=flEMANIDOPO+PERDEV(,J,K)____

IF(MODUSE(3),E(J,0)DEMAND(JJIK)=DEMANDCJ,K)+PERZON(JPK)
122 CONTINUE

WRTTEC6,6004i(CDEMAkejpi6,j=1,3),K=1,NFII4M)
6004 yrIRmAT(///"DEmAND", __________

DO 24i J=1,3
243 FACTOR(J)=0,0

DO 68 K=1,MFIRM
00.68 J=1,3

.

FACTOR(J)=FACTOR0)+DEMANDCJ,K)
DO 69. K=1,NFIRM
DO 69 jr.1.3

-------CALL_GAUSS(N5TART,010 0 0900 -

69 POTSAL( J,K)=COEMANO( J,K)/FACTDR(J));10TP.OT(J)*X

WRITE(6,6005)(C*OTSALCJ,K)0471i3).,K=1,NFIRM)
6005 FORMAT(///"POTSAL"3r12:0)

------.

C
DETERMINE ACTUAL UNIT SALES BY ZONE

4 .. 44 I t
.C1

,. 01.44,

RMINVCIO=RMTNV(OPROD(K)
WW

WM

no 203 J=1,3
AVAIL(JPK)=SHIPJ,K)4BINV(jp.K).._
TBINV(K)=TRINV(0+BINVO,K)

_______SALUNj,K)=PnTSALCJ,K)__
.

IFCSALUNT(J,K).GLIAVAILCJ,10)SALUi40,16=WAIL6PKi
FINV(J,K)=AVAIL(J,K)SALUNT(J,K)
TINV(K)=TTNV(K)+FINV(J,K)

- - -

ki6 CONTINUE

1707- FORMAT( /" TSALESI/P5F10.0)
C

C DEIERWWE-0-4--OST, WAGE AND OVERHEAD
-- .

1 AMVia/OW. SANW NI 7= ,

C 56 if i.(4741, WI4q
4

.......RRCOSTOOFPR00(0*COSTRM
SHIFTV(K)=PROD(4)/PRDCAP06
WAGES(X)=EMPLCK)*WAGE+ENTH(K)*2000..+MPICK)*1000.
IFCdPD.EQ.9)WAGES(K)=WAGES(10/2.
CALL GAUSSCNSTARTP.005)1.0,X)

91-OHEID(K)=COMIN+F1*PROD(K)+F2*Ehik..6043*PROCAP(40j;X-

C

RouTI4E-fo-6ETNEINiftgt60ACOOrtoN

DD-92.-K=1,NfIRM-
8VALCO=WORTH(K)*TBINV(K)
CSTMFG(K)=0MCOST(K)+WAGES(K)+DVHEAD60

40 t as* COSTUT(X)=CSTMFGOO/PROO(K)
.

L
*

. 92 WnRTH(K)=CPRDD(O*COSTUTCK)+BVALCK))/(PROD(K)+TRINV(K))
erzt796DO ioNFIRM_ - .

796 TINVOCK)=TINV(K)*WORTH(K)
2 ..a0 7/ 7: 70 a

00 201y=1,NF/R4 __, _ __-,-

71S 1 ir 70.. 9/, MO 3/=ZI-C.,,=1,7r. 9.

An= taus. pm Puss.. a. a p wsu ,P=wwwsc z...:cs

....

CONTINUE

----INC.OMEATATEMENTATEMS--

11 ., ..c AlOGAM M/ =1 Adam 7sma, , Ct. Sig + 07

..
a. or gm. g `,. 4. saw... .r.a ...ma.. go, afte

.,

ma low-L Om =A./. .01* 7
4,.. M=F- t7T,



MI low...

ViAC6(<)r-iSALES(K) *PRTCE(K) _

GROSSOO=VSALES(K)m'CSTG5D(K)
PLANTCK)=PLANT(()+PLNTIN(K)
DEPCK)=PLANTOO*DEPRAT
PLANT(K)=PLANT(O-DEPCK)

_

TRANSCK)=SHIP(1,K)*CSHP1 +SHIP(2,K)*CSHP2 +SHIP(3PK)*CSHP3

_ROUTINE.TO, ADJUST ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE JO_REFLECT_MODULES

W_ARECK)=CWHAR*CTINV(K)+ISALES(K))/2.0+
2(RMINV(K)+RMPUR(K))/2,0*CR4TNV.
CALL GAUSSCNSTARTP.005,10,X)
..ADMSC)=CADMIN+A1*TSALES(K)+A2*pROO(K)+A3*EMPL(K))*X.
IF(MDDUSE(2).E0.1)ADMS(K)=ADMSCK)+ADVNAT(K)
IFCMODUSE(3).EQ.1)ADMS(K)=ADMS(K)+ADV(1,K)+ADV(2,K)+ADV(3,K)
IFCMODOSE(4).Ea.1)ADMS(K)=ADMS(K)+PRODEV(K)
_IFCMODUSE(2).E0.1)ADVNAT(K)=0.0
IF(MaDUSE(3).NE.1)Gn TO 3479

._,ADVCIPK)=0.,ADV(2,K)=043ADV(3,K)=0...._
3479 CONTINUE
.....---IF.(MODUSE(n)Er4,1JPRODEVCK)=0.0

PA s 0
TMKTGCK)=00

____U(Mr)DUSE(2)EPO)TMKTG(K)=TmKTG(K)+AnVNAT(K)
IF(MODIISE(3).E0.0)TMKTG(K)=TMKTG(K)+ADVC1,10+ADV(2,K)A-ADVC3,K)
IF(MO)USE(6).E90)TMKTG(K)=TMKTG(K)4FMKTRS(K)
TEXPW=DEP(K)+FMAINT(K)+TRANW)+WARECK)+ADMSCK)+TMKTGCK141.

40. . ttlott MOO ,101.ta

OPINCCK)=GR(ISSC<P.TEXPCK)
_

IFCRPYIS(K).GT.T06(K))RPY6(K)=TiN6(K)
TIN6(K)=T016(K) aRPY6(X)+FLNREQ(K)

G

C

- C.SHOUT(K)=FMAINTOO+TRANS(K)+WAREM)+AnMS(K)+TMKTACK)+PRDDEV(K)+
2RMPUR(K)*CnSTRM+WAGES(K)+OVHEAD(K)
CAVAIL(K)=CASH(K)+FLNREQ(K)'FINVBD(K)+VSALESCK),
2"RPY6(K)RPY20()

............_____IF(CS4OUTCK).GT,CAVAIL(
K))FLN20(K)=CSHOUTOONCAVAILCKY .

FLN2OCK)=FLN20C<)/2.0
a.m.atmw anotane ALN2OCK)=TLN2ocsOfFLN2000-RPY20(K)

FINTPYCK)=TLN6(4)*FINT1+TLN7O(K)*FINT2
__AFCRPY20(K).GT.TLN20(K))RRY20(K)=TLN2OCK)

FINBT(K)=OPINCCO+FTNTIN(K)"FINTPYCK)

-.

AXCK)-TAXR *F.! N3 K ) .40.=45_, 11.04.0.44.0it 11. .00,000000 -10.00ar.10040100000.4.0* oast ra 4.10

FINAT(K)=FINBT(WTAX(K)
______DINTOTCK)=DIVpSH(K)*SHSTWO____

ADREW=FINAT(K)*OrvTOTCK)

C FUNDS STATiMENT ITEMS

C

aft =A .06 t JIMIF ameak.. i =
SitY stOtt

t Alt_.gba" _

TNEWLN(K)=FLNRE2(K)+FLN20(K)
SOURCECK)=VSALES(K)+FINTINCK)+TNEWLN(K)
USE(K)=CSHnUT(K)+TAX(K)+DIVTOTCK)+RPY6CK)+RPY20(K)+PLNTINCK)
PITRPY(K)=RPY6C0+RPY20(K) MC=22 .2C 2. JO

ADCAS4(K)=SOUPCECK)"USECK)
"caw.. ....-Naa ....ora,ar........ enter.,....othrof

ar-r-,Aic camft,va ama-,=. 4=low

-37

.4* 0=3.

J.---,Naw -=mar_ ofc =o oc=mapo -

01.00 C22;
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a

C

BALANCE. SHEET ITEMS
C

Me. :9Aws aVae.

C
DETERMINE MARKET. SHARE.

C

CASH(O=CASH(K)+ADCASH(K)
RAWMAT(K)=RMTNV(K)*COSTRM
TLNTOT(K)=TLN6(0+TLN70iK)
ASSETS(K)=CASH(O+TINVO(K)+RAWMAT(K)+PLANT(K)
FNETWT(K)=PSSETSCK)TLNTOT(K)

Is Les area.. As=

TLIAB(K)=FNETWT(K)+TLNTOTCK)
201 CONTINUE

WRITE(6,1703i(FIWAt(k)pii=1,WI4;1)
1703 FORMAT(" FIMAT",5F10,0)

_..._..r....._ 9.r taele .n.0 A202 K=1,FIRM.
202 rsoLn=rsoLn+TsALEscio

DO 203 K=1,NFIPq "
203 SHMKT(K)=TSALES(K)/TSOLD

TSOLD=0.0
00 2478 K =1,NFTRM
T.SOLD=TsoLp+ysALEs(10...

mARKET!NG INFOR4ATION
AM=1,0
00 210 K=1,NFIRM
vAFirExpnNi(cvoR,FmKTRscid,4LEsitio)
90 215 j=tio A lele. A a .ss,a
CALL GAUSS(NSTARTPliARPAM-PX)
EST7E1(01()=ECOW(JoNP0+1)40(
CALL GAUSS(NSTARTsVARPAMPX)
EST7E2(J0K)=ECONZ(J,NPD+2)*X
ESTEC1(K)=ESTEC1(K)+ESTZE1(J0K)*ZWT(J)

..oas II,. eiCee

os,

t de eel owe .e sess etas sas seas... a. do, . e.9 J also oa C.S...* aa 11,_ .0 oast re

10.10.10. atm S iset 01.. .0s aro Oa.

- -

- -

*or sla osse slissea .0 soil a .4 ea so es Oa ?m.o..- - -

215 EST.EC2(K)=FITFC2(K)+ESTZE2(,),.K)*.7.WT(0.
DO 211 m=1,NF1R1
CALL GAUSS(NSTART,VAR,AM,X)
ESTNAT(OM)=ADOIAT(M)*X
IF(KeEq,M)F.STNAT(OM)=ADYNAT(M)
CALL GAUSS(NSTART,VARIIAM,X)

_ESTPRO(K,M)=PRDDEV(M)*X
IF(K,Eq.M)ESTPRO(KPM)=PRDDEV(M)
CALL GAUSS(NSTART,VARAMPX)
ESTSHR(K,M)=SWM4T(M)*X
IF(K.Eqd9ESTSNR(K,M):7 SHMKT(M)
DO 211 J=1,3
CALL GAUSS(NSTART,VAR,AM.X)_-
ESTZON(J,KpM)=ADV(J,M)*X

=CM.,
211 IF((.E0.M)ESTZDN(J,K0)=ADV(.J.4

TOTAL=0,0
.D0 2:2 M=1,NF/R4

212 TOTAL=TOTAL+ESTSHR(K,M)
Do 213 H=1,NrIRM

213 ESTSHR(K,m)=ESTSHR(OM)%TOTAL
21n CONTINUE

Wasels.leasalas . AO a.
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_PSAVE=PRDCAP(K) .

IF(MODUSE().E0.1)FMAINT(K)=PRDCAP(K)*OFPLET*8.0
______PROCAP(K)=PROCAP(K)*POET+FmAINT(K)/8. a

IF(PROCAPOO.GT,PSAVE)PRDCAP(K)=PSAVE
PRDCANK)=PRDCAP(K)+PLT.NOW*PLNTIN(K)/PLTUNT+PLTLAT(K)/PLTUNT
PLTLAT(K)=PLNTIN(K)*(1,0mPLTNOW)

837 coNTIvor t

WAGE=4AGE*(1.0+WDELT*(TSOLn..TSOLD1)/TSOLD6*ECON6
la rra rt. Mt *

COSTR4=COSTRM*ECON*X
_____TSOLD1=TSOLD

WRITE(6,1700)
1700 FDRMAT(///DO YOU WANT OUTPUT (YES OR NO)"). .

READ(5,84)ATEST;IF(ATEST.Eg."NO ")G0 TO 1701
r r tttL %A tro V.& r Jr, At- y Or it Mr

i666 FORMAT(1H1)
WRITE((.99)

99 FORMAT(/////50("*")/////)
WRITE(0p990)

490 FDRMAT(///,10xonSTUDENT INPUTS INCLUDE "/15X,
BAsIc.oEcTsioN MODULE") 4 ,r0

IF(MODUSE(1).E(.0)WRITE(0,661)
_____IF(MODOSE(2).En.0)WRITE(0,62) _

IF(MODUSE(1).E0.0)WRITE(063)
IF(MO)USE.(4).Eq.0)WRITE(0,64)
IF(MO)USE(5).Eg.0)WRITE(0,665)

----..----..IF(MODUSE(6)Ef).0)WRITE(0666)
IF(MOD1JSE(7).FQ.0)WRITE(0.667)

661_FORmAT(15X,"MODULE ONE,Wox,"SHIPmENTS TO ZONES")
62 FORMAT(15X,HnOuLE TWO/20Y,"NATIONAL ADVERTISING")
63 FQRMAT(15X, "MODULE THREE " /20X, "ZONAL ADVERTISING")
64 FORMAT(15v,"MODULE FOUR " /70X, "PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT ")

--665,YORMAT(15X.."MODULE,FIVE/20X,"MAINTENANCE")
666 FORMAT(15X,"MDDULE SIX"/20x,"MARKET RESEARCH";
66.7YORMAT(15X,"MOOULE SEVEN"/20X,"LOAN RFpAYMENT/

ta

tR. or. CAIL - t

220X,"INVESTMENT IN BONDS"/20X,"DIVIDENDS PER SHARE")

___________WRI,TE(61515)SREAD(5,/)NCOPY
DO 891 K=1,NFIRm;DO 891 MMM=1,NCOPY

________

___WRI.TE(r),842)KNPDP(TMNAME(KPN),N=1,2) .

842 FORMAT(/////10XonPOSITION,REPORTS"/10X,"******** *******"/
______PlOX,"****************"/10X,"FIRM"Pi3P". PERIOD".I3//

310X,"FIRM ",246)
WRITE(0,680)PFOOCK),RMPURCK),EMPH( K),EMPI(K),PLNIINAK),PRICECK)
2,RPY20(()

680 FORMAT(//10W,INpUT DECIsIoNS"/10X,"***************"//.
2" PRODOCTInN".140F10.0,

_ PURCHASES",7X0-10.0/04 EMPLOYEES HIRED",9X,F10.0,
3" EMPLOYEES FIRED,9X,F10.0/" NEW PLANT99,15X,F10110," PRICE.21X,

EMERGENCYLOAN REPAYMENT",F10,0)..
IF(MODUSE(t),Ene0)WRITE(0,681)(J,SHIP(J,6,J;1;3;
FORMAT(" SHIPmE4TS TO ZONE",I2,5X,F1090)_
IF(MODUSE(2).E0.0)WRITE(003)ADVNAT(K)

3 FORMAT(".NATIONAL ADVERTISTNG",4X,F10,0) _
a=tsr -t s=rC 3

L rata, 4,31/ s.r C.,at ratits tir araoll tars f411 a,

IF(MODUSE( 3).Eas0)WRITE(O,4)(J,Anv(J,K),J=1,3)
ZONE,12,,"_ADVERTISINGH,6X,F10.0) 1.11, it st Yr. =--7



ilat,aa, MI

IFCMODUSE(4).E0.0)WRITE(0,5)PRDDEVCK)
FORMAT(" PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT ",5X,F10.0)

FORMAT("6 FORMA(" MATNTENANCE",13X,F10.0)
IF(MODUSE(6).Fn.0)WRITEQ,T)FMKTRSCK),.

7 FORMAT(" MARKET RESEARCH",9Y,F10.0)
IFCMODLISEC7).E0.0)WRITEC0!8)FLNREQ(K)ADJVPSH(K),RP1'6(K),

2FINVBICK)
A FORMAT( NEW.LOANS",15X0F1.0.0,." DIVJDENDS_PER SHARE",6X

2" isiol REPAYMENT",10X,F100," iNVEST4FNT",15X,F10.0)

TF(q.Eq*4)WRITE(Q06666)
WRTTEC0,700)VSALESOOPBVAL(K)PCSTMFG(k)pTINVO(6,CSTGSD(K),
2GROSS(K),OFP(K) . t

. ._

700 FORMAT( /////10X,"INCOME STATEMENT"/10X,"****************"//

_____205X,."SAtES"..P5X,F1540/05X,"COST
OF GOODS SOLD"/10X, _ .

3"REG INVENTORY",1210F1540/10X,"MANUFACTURING
COSTS",6X,F15,0/

410X,"ENDING IN1IENTORY",9X,F1540/15Y,"COST OF GOODS SOLD",2X,F15.0)

505X."GROSS MARGIN",18X,F15,0/05Y,"OPERATING EXPENSES"/10X,

6190EPRECY.ATTON",130F15,0)
WRITEM09)TRAMS(K)PWARE(K)PA17MSCK)

<4 FORMAT (10X, "TRANSPORTATION ",
11 F15.4011DX "VAREHOUSING",14X,F15.0)

210x,oAnMINI STR TIVE".11 XPF15.0 )

IFCMODOSE(5).E0.0)WRITE(0,10)FMAINTCK)
in FaRMAT(10X,"MAINTENANCE,14Y,F15.0)

IF(MODOSE(4),E0.0)WRITECO,11)PRODEV00..
11 FORMAT(10X,"PRO)UCT DEVELOPMENT",6Y,F15.0)

IF(MODUSE(2).E0.0.0ROODUSE0)..E0.01bOR.MODUSE(6)..EQ.0)
2WRITE(n,12)TMKTa(K)
FORMAT(1OX0"MARKETING",16X,F15.0)
WRITE( (4,13)TEXP(K),OPINC(K),FINTPY(K)
FORMATC15X,"TOTAL"05X,F15.0/X.P"OPERAIING.INCOME",

4X,F15.0/

' 25X,"OTHER E5CPENSES",16X,F156

14 FORMATC5X, OTHER INCOME",18X,F151,6)
WRITE(0,15)FIMPTCK),TAX(19pFINA,TCK)

15 FORMATC5i,"INCOME BEFORE TAXES",11X,i"1500/

25X,"TAXES"025X,F15.0/5X,"NET INCOME ",20X,F15.0)

1F(M0bUSE(7).E0.0)WRITE(616)01VTOT(K)
______M.FORMAT(5X,"DIVIDENDS11,2.1X,Y150)_

IIRITEC0,171ADRECK)
17 FORMAT(5)61"ADO1ITON TO NET WORTH"./OX F,1"..4)

--0(0.Eq.4)WRITF(0,6666)
mtwac*m**n 1MSANC

_WRTTE(0,18)VSALES(K),TNEWLM(K)
1A FORMAT(/////inWFUNDS STATEMENTW/10X,"***;;iiii*i40i4**"ii

P5X,"S01lRCFS"/
210X,"SALES", 20i.,F150710'X's "MEW -LOANS", 16X,F15.0)

19)FTNTINCK) 0.C.r3 =, ICS

19 FORMAT(10X,"INVESTMENT" PlAXPF15.0)

WRITE01,201SOURCECK)PCSHOUTCK),TAXCK),PLNTINM3
7

7 iC

20 FORMAT
2(15X,"TOTAL",15X,F15.0/X,"USES"/10X,"CASH

FOR OPERATIONS",6X,F15

30/1C1X,"TAXES",70X,F15410/10X,"PLANT INVESTMENT",9X,F15,0)

IFCMODUSE(7),.En.0)WRTTE(0.21)OIVTOTOOPTOTRPYCK)
21 FORMAT(10X,"DIV1DENDS",16X,F15.0/10X,"LOAN

REPAYMENT",11X,F15.0)

WRTTE(11)22)115F(K),AnCASHCK)
FORMATC15X,"TOTAL",15X,F15.0/5X,"ADDITION

TO CASH ASSETS",

A; I !.. 4 es , sa,

0 comml,* um to **I.,**4.1. **noloo s . too*.
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1..... ____ _ ---- .WRITE(0, 703)CASH(K ), TINVD(K),RAWMAT(K ),PLANT(K),ASSETS(K).
703 FORMAT(/////10X,"BALANCF SHE(.T"/10X,"*************"//

205X,1!ASSET$"/10.X,"CASH",21Y,F15,0/10WINVENTORY",16XPF150/
310X,"RAW MATERTALS",12X,F15.0/10X,"PLANT",20X,F15obi
415XP"TOTAL",15X,F15.0)
WRITE(0,23)TLNTOT(K)

23 FORMAT(5X,!LIAAILITIES"fi19X,F150).
WRITE(0,24)FNETOT(K),TLIAB(K)

24_ORMAT(5)0!'..NET.oORTH",.21X,F15.0/15A!!PliWt1515,0)___
IF(0.E0.4)WRITE(0,6666)

.... __ _WRITE(9,704) _ _. . . _. _ - .

70-4 FDRMAT(///10X,"PRO.DUCTION AND SALES DATA IN UNITS"/

210x,**********************************/)
318X,"BEG INV",6X,"SHIPMENTS",10X,"SALES",8X,"EN6 7NV"/)

...WRITECIP705)(J,3INV(J,K),SUP(J,K),SALUNT(J,K),FINV(J,K),J=1,3)------"--
705 FORMAT(04X,"ZONE",I2,4F15.0)

.

WRITE(0,706)TRINVOOPPRODOOPTSALES(K)OINV(K) _
706 FORMAT(04X,"TOTALS",4F15.0)

WRITE(1,707)RMCOST(K),WAGES(10110VHEADMACSTMFG(K),RMIN1(10,
2 RMPUR(K),PROD(K),RMINV(K)

.....--TOY.- FORMAT(///10x,mANUFACTURING COST DATA"/

2100***********************//
_.2/5X,"RAW MATERTALS"*7X,F150/ .

305X,99LAROR"..15X,F15110/05X,"OVERHEA2X,F150/15X,"TOTAL",
45X,F15410///10X,ARAW MATERIALS INVENTORY (IN IJNITS) "/

510xot*********************4i************u//

,----...5/05)(P"REG TNVENTORY",07X,F15.0/
605X,"PURCHASFS",11XPE15.0/05XP"PROrik'TION";i0X,F15.0/-

____705X,"ENDING INVENTORY", 04X,F1.50)
WRITE(1),706)EMPLiCK),EMPH(K),EMPF(K),EMPL66

.7.08_FORMAT(/1/1 OrLABOR REPORT"/10X,"*t****#*49t*t"/L.
2/5X,"EMPLOYEES LAST PERIOD",9Y,',F15.0/

. ........-...35X,P"EvIPLnYFES HIRED",15X,F1.50/5WEMPLOYEES_FIRED",15X,F/5,0/
45X,"EMPLOYFES THIS PERIOD",9X,F15.0)
MRITE(g,841)PROCAPCK),COSTRM,WAGE

841 FORMAT(///5X,"PLANT CAPACITY NEXT PER.OD"PF ft-,

. _25XeRAW.MAT PRICE.NEXT ,PERTOD",F220/
3 5X, "NAGE COST NEXT PERIOD",F25.2)

-------------IFC-0.E.Q.4)14RITE(Q,6666)._...-., ,...----------
WRITE(0,709)ECOV'ESTECI(6,Ei2iK)_ 7.09_FORMAT(///10X,"NARKETING INFORMATION"110X,"*P"t*******.*****t"*",
25X,"ECONOMTC INDEX THIS PERTOD"o4X,F15.2/
35)009ECONOMTC FORECAST .NEXT PER100"01X,F15$2/ .

45Y,"ECONOMTC FORECAST TWO PERIODS HENCE",F10.2)

----- .WRITEC0,882)(J0,1=1P3)_ - - _ ..._ _ ___, ,.._ _____ ___

88i-FORMAT(/5X,"7.DNAL ECON6Mii-F-ORECAiii;)-(,"Z6NE;;3-60)-*"

--- ,
WRIJECO.,838)CECONZ(JPNPO)P,1=1,3).-- -----------------

iiii FORMAT(9X,"THIS PERIOD"o3F10.2)
______

___ __WRITE(Q,83.9)(ESTZE1(J,K),J=1.03)___
81 FORMATC9X,"NEYT PERIOD",3F10.2)
---.WITITE10,140)(ESTZE2CJ,K),J=103)_.- - -----

----.84*0 FORMAT(3XP"TWO PERIODS HENCE",3Fi0:2)
WP/TE(q,710) .,. ... _ _ _ ,,.... a . f xff f ff. f22-= aaff f2 2 2 2 f

710 FORMAT(//8Y,"MA'RKET SHARE (ESTIMATES) " /)

_ .....,:., _WRITE(1,711)CM,ESTSHR(KAM),M=1ANFIRMX_,.....,
711 FORMAT(9X00FIRMPI2,F15.2)

.......--IFICMODUSEC4 ) .E.0 .0)WRI TEC(, 30)

As se W. .t ca..= _

fa

mods. e4.

Cf711.2.- 1.2.f. fa -7..

-2.2 tlIC

Arac aaa Am, tax ---- 41

fa ki AU: -f=t .20 f 3 -

Area atie .

oaf_ at, faL Va. fp:2ff 2-1,2 1, 01211 Z

Z.

...--tal asaaaosowaaamaawca aft aswcaa _Icslat -*a aa:t cc ousses =aats .a. anc...ar_sal_= a._ _



0* rrert ...VI.

. '7, -.

30 FORMAT(///11X,"PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT (ESTIMATES)"/)
IF(MODUSE(4).E0.0)WRITE(0,711)(MPESTPRD(K,M)r-M=1,NFIRM)
IF(MODUSE(2)*F0.0.AND.MODUSE(3).E0.0)WRITE(0,712)

712 FORMAT( /1OXP"MARKETING EXPENDITURES (ESTIMATES)"/

2" FIRM",4Xo"ZONE 1",

24X,"ZONE 291,40"ZONE 3",2X,"NATIONAL")
IF(MODOSE(2).E0.0.AND.MODUSE(3).E0.0)WRITE(0713)

2(M.( ESTZON(J,104),j=1,3),ESTNAT(OM),M=1INFIRM)
713 FORMAT(Y5,4F10.0)*urra .2 Mar.Or cr. r mr a %res... agree raft...More sWa gamMAID AY+. r ty g

iF(MODUSE(3),E0004ANDOMODUSE(2)0E0.1)WRITEC0P34)
34 FORMAT( /1OWMARKETING EXPENUTURES (E.STIMATES)"/._

2" FIRM",4X,"ZONE 1",
24X,"ZDNE 2 ",4X, "ZONE 3")
IF(MODUSE(3).E0.0,AND.MODUE2).EQ1)WRITE(4,33)O1,(ESTZON(M6N),

.2_,Pqp3)."1,NrTRM)
ft V Ca. . lova m ta

33 FORMAT(I5,3F10.0)
Gwa 1.cs .IFCMO)USE(2).E00.AND.MODUSE(3),E0.1)WRITE(0,35)

35 FORMAT(/10y,4ARKETING EXPENDITURES (ESTIMATES)"/

2" FIRM",2X,"NATIONAL")
IF(MODUSE(2).E1.0.AND.MOOUSF(3).E0.1)WRITt(0,36)(6ESTNAT60M),

_164 or.r. a sr. [isotter Or sw WwWw. V.00 _ 00 I

36 FORMAT05,60.0)
3.1.CONTINUF

WRITE(0;716
714. FORMAT(///10WINEwSLETTER"/10X,"**********"//_

210X,"FIGURES EXPRESSED IN hOLLARS"//

2" FIRq",5X,"SALES",4X0/PROFITT,5X,"NEW_PLAN.Yro5X,"ASSETS",
24X0"LOANS"," PkICE"/)
WRITE(0,715)(moVSALESCM)PFTNAT(M)PPLNTINCM),

2ASSETS(M),TLNTOT(M),PRICE(M),M=1,NFIRM)
_745, FoRmArcy5,7rio.opr15.0,F1i.0,F9.0,F9.2) _

ir(mPpiEnl)wRITE(0,1520)

- - ,

891 CONTINUE
DO 1160 K=1,NEIRM

C Ilaracsar. Ma arr. .r 7
,t

GMARG(1011(VSALES(K)8CSTGSD(K))/VSALES(K)
___PRPERCK)=FINBICK)/VSALES(K)

PERASS(K)=FINRT(K)/ASSETSCIO
sak =

TURN(K)=2.0*TSALES(K)/(TBINV(K)+TINVCK))
_

rOTRAT(K)=TCNT6T(k)/FiVIT(16
__AO!) CONTINUE_

on 1705 LJ=1,N0OPY
TECO, 99) .

W.A.! AA.. ...ra .4.6. Wt. AIWO won 4,2 =ft fir .

WRITE(0,1136)NPD3(N,N=1,NFIRM)
FORMAT(/////10)0vADMI.NISTRATOR AUTPUT"./.10W'41,t***.**#****:********01,

31PW********************/
3/10X,"PERn0 "0/4///
2/6X,"FTRM",6I10)
WRITE(0,1137)(SHMKT(K),K=1,NFIRM)

1137 FORMATC" MKT SHR",3X,6F10.?)
WRITE(0,1139)(VSALES(K),K=1,NFIRM)

1134 FORMAT(" SALES",5)06F10.0)

A=m, mW,
WRITE( GM1,1138)CARG(K),K=IoNFIRM)

=

1138 FORMAT(" % SAL "P6F10.2)

e.

erica Ora - saw n=1,2 =toms. = e

.1-, - Ca la 11.10 .12
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1140 FORMAT(" NP % SAL "P6F10.2)
WRITE(D,1141)CPERASS( K),K=1,NFTRM)

__1141_FORMAT("_NPA_AST_'_!,6F10.2)
a 1.aY.yae

WRITE(0,1142)(PRICE(K),K=1,NFIPM)
114? FORMAT(!.PRICE _ "t6F10.2)

WRITE(4,1173)(AD-V-NAT(K),K=1,NFIRM)
i1.71 FORMATt" NAT ADA/ "P6F10101

00 1146 J=1,3
1146 WRITE(0,1145),1,(ADV(J,_KIAK=1,NFIRM)._

1145 FORMAT(" ZnNE "pI2,3X,6F10.0)
KRITE(q,1147)CPRODEV(K),K=1,NFIRM)

1147 FORMAT(" PRD nEv "P6F10.0)

WRTTE(001,48)(PROCAPOO,K=1,1FIRM)
1148 FORMAT(" CAPACITY "P6E10410)

_NRUTECO?1149)CEMPL(K)PK=1NFIRM)
1149 FORMAT(" L4SnR",5X,6F10.0)

WRiTE(r4,1150)(TURN(K),K=1,NFIRM)
1150 FORMATC" TORNOVER".2X,6F10.2).

WRITEC(,1153)(DTRATC10,K=1,NFIRM)
1153 FORMAT(" DE RATIO ",6F10,2)

1705 cntorvoE
no 879 K=loNFIRM
an 879 j=1,3
SINV(J,;()=FINWJPK)

879 CONTINUE
----170t_CONTIN1.JE.WRITE(6,1590-)tREADC5o8i6ATEiFf.l."6 ")GO TO 1591

1590 TORMATti/t!DO..YOU_WANT_TOAPDA_TE_HISTORYJYES_OR__NO)".)_________ _

NPD=NPn+1
C ROUTINE TO _OUTPUT THT RISTORY_OATA

REWIND 8
WRI(A,COSTRM,JPD,NFI1... - -----------

DO 7361 K=1,103)0 7361 N=1,2

7_36LARITECP)TMNAMECON)
no. 2200 K=1,10"
?4RITE(P)RMTNVCK)frP_ROCAFTK),P.LTLATEMPL(K),

TIMNAjt K ),TI.MOEY(K),

2CTIMADV(Jo(),j=1,3),TIMPRI(K),WORTH(K),(BINVU,K)sj=1,3),
3RLANTCX ) TLNOIXJ TOMK),..?.CASPO_P_SnAV_O__?,S4LE51SJ9.

1591 STOP;END
END
FUNCTInN ExPON(N*C1PC2PF1PF2)
14ENSION_CC3)

EXPON=C1+C2*(1.0e81.75**("El*4/F2))
RETURN,

-
.. L.* l.ive.a1.0a,a14.0 4a.,...bmy-

111JAIII

EN)
EUNCTION ExPONAcC,PitE2i
DI4ENSION C(4)
EXPANI=CCIIC(2)*C10-CC3)**C-FILCCC4)*F2)))
RETURN

FUNCTI6N EXPDN2 (CP FlP F2 )

DIMENS n !sl ( 3

EXPDN2=1.00+C(1)*(1.0/6(2)-..C(2)**('.if/(C(3)*F2)))
RETURN
END
SUFIROAPINE_CAUSSCKAA'AM.,N1
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C

C

0

Arzoo;Dn 50 I=1,12;Y=RANDOM(0)
50 A=A+Y;V=(A...6.)*S+AM

RETURN:ENO
FUNCTION RANDOM(N)
DATA 7/0/_
IF(N .GT. 0) GP TO 1000.
:=CONCAT(0PZ,13'31017)
J=CO4CAT(0,Z,13,14,34).
7=COVCAT( OPiLtJt.CONVTAOP?!..1.3,13, 35 )),13, 13,35)

GO 13 2000
1000 Z=CoNCATC 0,N,13,13,
2000 RAN004=7/34359738367

Ai . ...- IA

.....osou. u. - - .04 . qr....Yr*. .0-0.

.,

A....a.. Sisil J.

14 .[41. r a 4., 4.
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.APPENDIX C

INSTRUCTIONS TO PARTICIPANTS

Introduction

Since the early thirties aluminum has enjoyed the position of

primary metal used in aircraft and missiles. In August of 1954, with

the low level flight of the Bell X-15, it was discovered that aluminum

begins to lose its strength at speeds abc.4-. Mach 2.2. This fact has

subsequently led to serious repercussions--in mining, in metal manu-

facturing, in the aerospace industry, in the tool and die makers industry,

and in the gem cutting industry.

The fact that aluminum loses its strength characteristics at high

temperatures, and thus at high speeds, meant that a search for a more

adequate metal was called for. This search for a more suitable metal to

be used in the wings and nose of super-sonic and hyper-sonic aircraft

and missiles ended with Titanium. Titanium cr...ntains all the necessary

characteristics required for a good replacement to aluminum in high speed

aircraft. Titanium has high plasticity, high tensile strength, extremely

good fatigue characteristics, and unlike aluminum has an ability to retain

all these desirable characteristics at extremely high air speeds. In

fact, Titamium is the perfect metal for aircraft construction. That is,

except for one problem; Titanium is an extremely hard metal. The

available machine tools were not capable of cutting Titanium at high

.rates of feed.. A new technology of machine tools manufacturing was

required.

In 1954 and even as late as 1959, your company was primarily involved

in the 'cutting of industrial diamonds and other precious and semi-precious

stones. Since, however, there were no makers of tools for precious stone

cutting in the United States, and the makers of such tools outside the

United States were generally unreliable, your firm developed a capacity

to make their own cutting tools. When the specialty market'for tools

capable of cutting Titanium began to develop in the late fifties and

early sixties, your firm along with its two major competitors saw this

market as having high potential for exploiting their tool making capabil-

ities. Your company and its competition entered the Titanium cutting

tool market within nine months of one another:

Since entering this specialty tool market, your company has noticed

two developments. The first is a general growth in the market; a growth

that promises to increase in the coming years. The second development is

a small yet noticeable increase in the volume of sales going to existing

tool and die makers and to foreign tool makers, especially Japan. When

the Titanium tool market was just developing it did not look to the tool

and die makers to be a particularly lucrative one. They therefore did

not engage in the research and development necessary to catch up to the

technological improvements already enjoyed by the gem cutters. Later

developments in the market, however, disproved this stand, and the tool

and die makers are moving in the direction of the new Titanium tool market,
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You and your associates are given the responsibility for managing and

expanding one of the larger regional territories of the tool market. This

regional territory is the California market. At the present time your

major competitors are of approximately the same size and have approximately

the same investment in the market.

You and your associates, as an executive team, are given a mandate

by your board of directors to establish your firm in the California market;

to insure that existing tool and die makers and foreign tool makers do

not increase their small share of the market; and finally to do all of

this profitably. You have the responsibility of responding to the board

of directors with what you feel are appropriate team objectives and policies.

Your board of directors has given you from three to five years to accom-

plish your objectives.

Product

You have a single product to sell in the California market. It is an

alloy of diamond shavings, high carbon steel, and tungsten. Its useful

life at normal rates of use is three to four months. The shortest it has

lasted, in particularly heavy use, is two months.

The California Market

The California market is split into three zones--a northern zone, a

central zone, and a southern zone. The northern zone is fairly mountainous

and does not have very much industry. Therefore, the sales that you can

expect from the northern zone are not as much as from the other two zones.

The northern zone is designated as Zone 1. The central zone has a fair

amount of industry in it; the sales that can be achieved in the central

zone are higher than in Zone 1. The central zone is designated as Zone 2.

The southern zone is the largest zone in the market. It has the most

industry. The .climate in the southern zone is extremely mild and in past

years many firms have moved into the zone. The sales potential of the

southern zone is higher than the sales potential of Zone 1 or. Zone 2. The

southern zone is designated as Zone 3.

Production

The machine tool described above is the only product produced by your

plant. The production process is very complex. It involves, first, cast-

ing the alloy of diamond shavings, high carbon steel, and tungsten into

the proper shape for the machine tool, and second, hardening the machine

tool by heat treatment.

Since you do not produce the alloy yourself, but buy it already made,

your purchasing procedure is simplified. You only have one type of raw

material to purchased, Furthermore, since your production only requires

one raw material and produces only ()lie product, you can order the raw mat-

erial in terms of the number of end products it can produce. In other

words, instead of ordering two tons of diamond-steel-tungsten alloy, you

can order "enough alloy to produce 50,000 machine tools"; when placing an

order your purchasing department makes the conversion from machine tools

to tons of alloy.
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Besides raw materials, your manufacturing costs include direct labor- -

the wages of those men involved solely in production--the miscellaneous

supplies they need to produce the machine tools, and other items, such

as electricity, that are expended in producing the machine tools. The

supplies and other items are grouped into what is termed "manufacturing

overhead".

Other production related expenses include depreciation, transportation,

warehousing, and administrative expenses. Depreciation expense is a charge

. that is incurred because, by continuously producing machine tools, you

slowly. wear down your plant and equipment. The plant and equipment have

a certain useful life, assuming no preventive maintenance, after which

time they must be torn down or scrapped and replaced. Depreciation shows

the value of the plant and equipment that has deteriorated during the last

:period of production. Transportation expenses are those expenses that are

incurred when machine tools are shipped to the different zones where they

are sold. The'cost of shipping one machine tool to any zone is 10 cents.

Transportation expenses are the fees given to the trucking firms, railroads,

and airlines that carry the machine tools to the different markets.

Warehousing expenses are those expenses incurred in storing raw materials

or finished machine tools. When raw material is ordered, it is economical

to order more material than can be immediately used in production. Mat-

erial is also ordered for future use (generally at least six months).

While the material is waiting to be used, it is stored in a warehouse next

to your plant. When you have completed work on a batch of machine tools,

it is sent to the zones where it is stored in the warehouses of independent

storage firms, The cost of storing a machine tool for six months in the

warehouses of these firms is 15 cents. Administrative expenses are all

those expenses incurred while administering the plant, the employees, and

the sales efforts. Management salaries, rent, office supplies, and other

such expensds are included in administrative expenses. Initially, admin-

istrative expenses also include a charge for advertising effort.

The number of tools that you can produce depends upon three factors:

the size of your plant, the number of employees you have, and the amount

of raw materials you have available. Any single factor, if not sufficient,

can limit your production. Raw materials are ordered, employees are hired

and fired, and plant size is increased through additional investment in

plant capacity. Since new plant additions cannot be constructed overnight,

it is necessary to plan for expansion well in advance. Typical building

contracts call for 20 percent of new plant to be available within 12 months

and the remainder within 18 months. No new plant can be constructed in

fewer than 6 months.

Finances

In any one period, your firm mill have available cash balances amount-

ing to beginning cash balances plus one half of that period's dollar sales

volume.* In the event that one half of period cash outlays should exceed

available cash balances, your firm is subject to an automatic loan. The

interest rate on this emergency loan is 20 percent per year. For the

*Note that receipts and disbursements are assumed to be evenly spread

over a six-month period.
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purposes of interest computation on this loan, it is assumed that all loans
are received on the first day of the period. Furthermore, any repayments

also occur on this date.
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BASIC MODULE INSTRUCTIONS

I. DECISIONS

As the head of your firm, you and your associates must make the

following decisions as you strive to achieve your objectives.

Number of machine tools to be produced or "Production" How many tools

do you want to produce during the next six months (one period)?

Number of employs to be hired How many new workers will you need in

order to meet your production schedule? An average worker is able to

produce roughly 300 tools in a single six month period. Note that it

costs about $2,000 to prepare a new employee for work.

Number of employees to be fired In the event that you plan to reduce

production levels, you may find it desirable to lay off unneeded workers.

Because of your various commitments to*a local labor union, it costs $1,000

in severance pay for every employee laid off.

Amount of new plant to be built How many dollars do you plan to

spend on increasing plant capacity? It has been est:mated that a one unit

increase in plant capacity will accrue to roughly ten dollars of new plant

investment. Only 20 percent of this increase in capacity will be available

in the period following that in which the investment takes place. The

remainder will be available in two periods.

Amount of raw material to be ordered How much raw material do you

want to add to your raw material inventory? Raw materials are measured

in number of machine tools that can be made from the materials.

Price to be charged At what price do you offer your machine tools?

Repayment of loan In the event that you have needed emer-

gency financial help, you may desire to repay all or a portion of out-

standing debts. Emergency loans are charged interest at the rate of 20

percent per annum.

II. REPORTS

Your position at the end of each period is reported to you through

the following reports.

Input Decisions A listing of the decisions you made at the start of

the period.

Income Statement The income statement lists sales, expenses, and

income for the period. Sales are how many tools (in units) you sold last

period times the 'snit price you charged. Cost of Goods Sold is the

expense of producing those units sold. It is arrived at by subtracting

the dollar change in finished goods inventory from production costs for

the period. Gross Margin is sales less cost of goods sold. Operating

Expenses are the sum of depreciation, transportation, wareh)us,ing, and

administrative expenses. Operating Income, is gross margin .ess operating
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expenses. Other Expenses are interest. paid on all forms of debt financing.

Income before taxes is operating income less other expenses. Taxes are

federal income taxes (all income is taxes at 52 percent). Net Income is

operating income less taxes.

Funds Statement The funds statement shows the sources of cash, cash

disbursements and the net addition to or deletion from cash. The items in

the funds statement are self-exp2.4natory with the exception of cash for

operations: Cash for operations is labor expense plus manufacturing over-

head plus purchases of raw materials plus operating expenses less depre-

ciation (a non-cash expense).

Balance Sheet The balance sheet lists the Assets, Liabilities, and

Net Worth of your company. Assets will always equal net worth plus lia-

bilities. Assets include cash, finished goods inventory priced at cost,

raw materials inventory, and value of plant and equipment. Liabilities

include all forms of debt financing. Net Worth represents the excess of

assets over liabilities 'or the value of ownership in the company.

Production and Sales Data in Units This report shows, for each zone

and for all zones combined: (1) beginning inventory of finished goods

(machine tools) in units, (2) shipments made to the zones last period, (3)

sales made in each zone, and (4) ending inventory of machine tools (those

machine tools left in the zones and available for sale next period).

,Manufacturing Cost Data This report breaks the manufacturing cost

figure included in the income statement into its components: value of raw

materials used, direct labor used, and overhead allocated to manufacturing.

Raw Material in Units This report accounts for changes in raw mat-

erials inventory.' Purchases of raw materials are added to beginning inven-

tory from which production needs are subtracted to determine the ending

inventory of raw materials in units.

Labor Report This report accounts for changes in the plant's labor

force. Employees hired at the beginning of the period are added to those

employed at the end of the previous period; from this sum employees fired

at the beginning of the period are subtracted to yield employees avail-

able for this period.

Marketing Information Report The health of the economy is character-

ized for the period just completed and for .the next two periods by an

economic index. The marketing information report includes the index for

the period just completed and forecasts the index .or the next two periods.

The "norm" or "standard" for the index is 1.00. A forecasted index of 1.05,

for example, would indicate an expected upswing in the general level of

economic activity and would also signal an increase in the demand for

machine tools.

Zonal Economic Indices Just as the economy as a whole is character-

ized by an economic index, so is the economy of each of the zonesin the

California market. Also, just as for the economy as a whole, this report

.
includes the indices for three periods--the period just completed and the

next two. The "norm" or "standard" is again 1.00.
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Market Share Estimates Your firm and each of your competitor
firms are compLting for the California machine tool market. This
report gives an estimate of the proportion of the total market sales
in units you and each of your competitors achieved in the period just
completed.

Newsletter The newsletter contrasts the operating results of you
and your competitors. Sales, profit, new plant, and assets for each
firm are listed.

Productivity Next Period This figure describes the size (in terms
of machine tools that can be produced) of your plant for next period.

Raw Materials Price Next Period This figure indicates what each
unit of raw material will cost you when you order next period.

Wage Cost Next Period This figure indicates the six-month's wage'of
each employee for next period.



MODULE 1 INSTRUCTIONS

SHIPMENTS TO ZONES

Since the research project is complete, you now have to allocate your

production to the three market zones. You have to designate the shipments

to the zones. Since you have no facilities for inventorying finished

goods at' your-piant, you must warehouse all production in the zones. This

means that you will decide what to ship to Zone 1 and 2. Zone 3 shipments

are thereby indirectly determined. Zone 3 shipments will be total produc-

tion for the period less the shipments to Zones 1 and 2.

For the past several quarters, your marketing research department has

been making shipping decisions as a means of studying the market potential

of the different California zones. They have estimated the percentage

breakdown ofthe total California market demand for machine tools as:

Zone 1 -- 20%; Zone 2 -- 30%; and Zone' 3 -- 50%. The cost of shipping one

machine tool in any zone for six months (one period) is one dollar. If

a unit is sold in a given period, the estimated inventory charge for that

unit is 50 cents. Shipping cost shows up under transportation expenses

on the income statement. Warehousing expenses are also listed under oper-

ating expenses on the income statement.
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MODULE 2 INSTRUCTIONS

NATIONAL ADVERTISING

Up until now you have been promoting your machine tools on a piece-

meal basis. Circulars telling about your machine tools have been

periodically sent throughout California. Also, an occasional ad has

been placed in relevant trade publications. Your board of directors

has recommended that you begin state-wide advertising and drop all other

minor promotions. You have the ultimate say as to how much money is

spent on advertising in each period.

Note that past promotional expenses have been included as part of

administrative expenses on the income statement. Advertising expense will

now be separated. You can, therefore, expect a drop in administrative

expenses resulting from your assumption of this marketing function. In

the past you have been spending approximately $50,000 on promotion each

period. Your board of directors feels that substantially more than

$50,000 should be expended on future state-wide advertising. They believe

that this advertising will benefit you by stimulating the general demand

for machine tools and for your product in particular.

Your state-wide advertising expenditures will be reported in the

Maftetimapenditures Report. This report will also show estimates of

marketing expenditures of your competitors.
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MODULE 3 INSTRUCTIONS

ZONAL ADVERTISING

Your board of directors has decided to add newspaper and other

localized advertising to your marketing efforts. State-wide advertising

has the disadvantage of covering the whole state equally when the three

zones may have different strategic importance for your firm.

For each zone, you have to decide how much zonal advertising to

spend for advertisement of your product in that zone. Your board of dir-

ectors feels that a total zonal advertising budget in excess of $15,000

per zone for the first six months would be appropriate.

Your zonal advertising expenditures and estimates of the zonal adver-

tising expenditures of your competition are reported in the Marketing

Expenditures Report.
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MODULE*4 INSTRUCTIONS

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

As a means of increasing the technical attractiveness of your machine

tool, the board of directors feels that research funds should be spent on

further development, of your machine tool. Each period, you have complete

discretion on the size of this product development expense.

Expenditures on product development will tend to increase your sales

levels in all zones during the period that you make the expenditure. As with.

state-wide and zonal advertising, product development will tend to increase

the loyalty of your customers.

Product development expense is listed separately in the income state-

ment under operating expenses.
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MODULE 5 INSTRUCTIONS

MAINTENANCE

As you produce machine tools, the productive capacity of your plant

wears away. Machines that produce very rapidly while new, slow down with

age. Alsoy as machinery gets older, it breaks down more frequently, meaning

that fewer units can be produced per day.

One way of slowing dawn the rate of deterioration of your plant is to

spend money and effort in preventive maintenance. If money is spent oiling

the machinery regularly, making spot checks of the machinery to prevent

breakdowns, and generally trying to keep the machinery in good condition,

the productive capacity of your plant will not decrease as quickly.

You have to decide each period how much money should be spent on main-

tenance. This expense is listed as an operating expense on your income

statement.
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MODULE 6 INSTRUCTIONS

MARKET RESEARCH

In the past, you have been receiving ...information on your competition

and on the economy. The economic index for this period and for the next

two periods, the zonal economic indices for this period and for the next

two periods, market share, product development expenditures of your competi-

tion have all been estimated by either taking the figures from government

reports or by asking your sales personnel:- Your board of directors feels

it would be wise to spend some money in "marketing research" to improve the

accuracy of these estimates. Similar expenditures in other industries

average $10,000 per six-month period with heavier outlays coming during

strategic periods.

In general, the more money you spend, the better will be the estimates

of the economic indices and the information on your competition. The market

research expenditure is included as part of marketing expenses on the income

statement.
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MODULE 7 INSTRUCTIONS

BORROWING AND LOAN REPAYMENT, INVESTMENT IN BONDS, DIVIDENDS PER SHARE

Your firm has just completed an arrangement with a local bank. The bank

will loan you money for operations whenever you request; your line of credit

will be $500,000. The interest charge on any outstanding balance is 6

percent per annum. A loan can be paid back at any time.

As a means of using your excess cash and increasing profits, your board

of directors suggests that you invest in bonds that return 4 percent per annum.

Remember that bonds are not considered a cash balance and if you invest too

heavily you face the possibility of receiving an emergency loan at a charge

of 20 percent per annum.

The board of directors, who own a large portion of your outstanding

common stock, feel you should pay some dividends to the people who have

invested in your company. You make the dividend decision on a per share basis

(150,000 shares outstanding).

Thenew loans you make will appear in the Sources portion of the

Fundt Statement as well as in the Liabilities section of the Balance Sheet.

The interest on the loans will appear as Other Expenses on the Income

Statement. Any repayment of loans will appear in the Uses portion of the

Funds Statement.

The interest that you receive from the investment in bonds appears as

a Source in the Funds Statement and as Other Indome in the Income Statement.

The dividends that you pay will appear as Dividends in the Income

Statement and as a Use in the Funds Statement.
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APPENDIX D

QUESTIONNAIRE

1. What aspect of your experience as a corporate manager taught you the

most?

2. What did you enjoy the most about your experience?

3. Would you like to have played more periods?

4. Would you prefer to have played over a longer period of time but not

on an everyday basis?

5. Rank the following with respect to their effects on demand.

State-wide advertising

Product development

Price

Zonal advertising

011

6. Did you feel the written instructions were:

Too detailed

Not detailed enough

Adequate

7. Would you have liked more class discussion between pla ?

8. Would you have liked more time to make decisions?

Was your team organized along functional lines (i.e., a marketing manager,

a production manager, etc.) or did you make decisions as a committee?



M. Do you feel that your team was:

Aggressive

Competitive

A follower

11. If you were to rank the different educational experiences you have had

in your high school program from most beneficial to least beneficial,

where would you rank the production management simulator?

First quintile

Second quintile

Third quintile

Fourth quintile

Fifth quintile

12. If you were to improve the production management simulator, what changes

or additions would you make? -.1111

VIIIIIINNIMINI111!II41oga,...41ole-Ieadi.aala

13. Comments:

14. Can you think of any other classes that might be able to use a computer

simulation? How?
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRE

1. What aspect of your experience as a corporate manager taught you the

most?

One-third of the participants felt that interpreting available data
for decision-making purposes was the most valuable part of their

experience. Three thought that learning how to accept a loss was what

taught them the most. The remaining participants singled out their
knowledge of the importance of some specific economic aspect such as

the significance of consumer loyalty and the effects of supply and

demand on price.

2. What did you enjoy the most about your experience?

Over half of the participants answered with competition. One student

liked the "realism" of the experience. The rest enjoyed getting the
computer feedback and seeing the results of their decisions.

3. Would you like to have played more periods?

Yes - 17 No - 1

4. Would you prefer to have played over a longer period of time but not.

on an everyday basis?

Yes - 15 No - 3

7. Would you have liked more class discussion between plays?

Yes - 13 No - 5

8. Would you have liked more time to make decisions?

Yes - 14 No - 4

11. If you were to rank the different educational experiences you have had

in your high school program from most beneficial to least beneficial,

where would you rank the production management simulator?

Ten students put it in the first quintile; four in the second; four in

the third; none in the fourth or fifth.

12. If you were to improve the production management simulator, what

changes or additions would you make?

One-third of the participants wanted to be able to make more decisions.

Three noted that there should be fewer computer mistakes in the print-

out. One student wanted to deal with more crises such as the labor

strike; one wanted more stress on advertising; one wanted less emphasis

on consumer loyalty. Several wold have made no improvements or additions.
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MURRAY 8-9461

RUSSELL J. MEDKEFF
30 STEEPLECHASE ROAD

DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333

July 13, 1969

Mr. Douglas D. McNair
2793 Highland Avenue
Broomall, Pennsylvania

Dear !,a'. Mahe:

My apologies for my delay in writing this letter and my thanks for
presenting a stimulating educational experience to 11411 schbol
seniors at a time of year in which stimulus is rare. The micro-
economic program succeeded in exciting students whose participation
throughout the year had cden only marginal. Cne was sufficiently
inspired to` change an almost sure failure into a final exam "C". I

cannot attribute this to your program but am wondering if the
insights gained through it may have helped make his review sessions
more meaningful. Thank you. An opportunity to repeat the program
or a variation of it next year would be 'most welcome.

The suggestions which the class discussed are listed below.

1. Times More time needed for decisions. Either sessions should
be scheduled twice a week, preferably Tuesday or Wednesday
and Friday, or printouts should be returned the day decisions
are made to enable students to spend evening time studying
results. Some told me they spent "-wrs with old printouts
although they had simply quit working in other classes3)

2. Information: More needed on the effects of advertising,
market research, and maintenance. In reference to maintenance,
there was no clear understanding of the effect of a lack of it.

3. Clarification needed: Students failed to realize that "national"
advertising was actually only state-wide in some instances.

4. Maintenance again: Is it charged pre module 5?

5. Cash holdings: Increasing the options for the use of cash holdings
was suggested.

S. Wages: Student's suggested that a break-down of wages for social
secuity, fringe benefits and basic wage would be useful, asten
if not needed for actual operation of the program.

7. Preparation of students: Presentation of the reading material the
day before the actual introduction is made would give students
a chance to read, be better prepared to understand the introduction,
and to raise more questions prior to the first decision.

ti
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2
B. Instructions about the report to the Board of Directors should

be more eiplicite Students were not clear in their understanding
of the kind and quantity of information such a report should

contain.

9. A final written report on the company goals, plans, and excuses
would provide a clarification of these on the part of students

as well as a good indication of their degree of understanding

of the whole micro-economic program.

Lhope that these notes will be of some value to you. And I wish again

to express the appreciation of the studento and nyself for an interesting

program.

The gift to Children's Hospital was duly acknowledged by the hospital

and the letters you duplicated arrived.

Very truly yours,

Ellen R. Medkefl
Lower gerion High School
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APPENDIX E

INSTRUCTIONS TO ADMINISTRATOR

The purpose of these instructions is to explain the interface

between the game administrator and the computer. The format is to pre-

sent chronologically, the messages printed by the computer and follow

each message with a description of alternative responses open to the game

administrator. In the margin, an (A )will denote administrator supplied

messages, and a (C) will denote computer supplied messages.

Prior to using the business game, the game adminrstrator must estab-

lish a connection with the computer. This is done by dialing the number

of the computer. The "signing onto" the computer will differ depending

upon which computer system is being used by the high school. This is

normally a simple process and is explained thoroughly by the computer

system.

The general sequence of events when the administrator is communicating
with the computer is that the computer asks a question by typing a line

or lines on the teletype; the administrator answers the question and then

hits the carriage return. Note that a carriage return follows all data
input from the administrator as this is what signals the computer to
accept data transmission. The computer will acknowledge any such trans-

missions with a line feed,, When the computer needs input after asking a
question, it will so signify by typing a question mark. In the event

that more than one piece of data is needed, data must be separated by
commas.

To the computer, the name of the high school game is HGSGME. Once

the computer is communicating with the teletype, in other words, the com-

puter has been "signed onto", the business game program is run by typing

RUN HGSGME

When HGSGME starts running, the computer asks its first question.

INPUT A RANDOM START (5-7 CHARACTERS AND ODD)

(A)

(C).

The proper response is a random number that is five to seven characters
in length and odd. This number is used by the computer to initialize a

random number generator. By changing this number, the administrator can
change the flow of random events such as variance in market research
estimates, subtle differences in zonal demand, and so on. A sample response

is

982563, (A)

The computer then asks

INPUT 7 MODULE CODES (1 IF TEAMS DON'T PLAY) (C)
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Presumably, the administrator has previously selected the decision
set that the teams are to play in the current period. He now conveys
this information to the simulator by specifying seven module codes sepa-
rated by commas. If teams are not to make the decisions included in a
particular module, the code for that module is 1. If teams are going to
make those decisions, the code is 0. Modules are:

1. Shipments to zones
2. National advertising
3. Zonal advertising
4. Product development
5. Maintenance
6. Market research
7. Finance

See the section dealing with simulator design for the decisions included-
in each of the above modules.

A typical module configuration might be the basic module plus
1, 2, 3, and 6. In this case the administrator would input module

The computer then asks

0,0,0,1,1,0,1,

IS THIS PERIOD ONE (YES OR NO)

modules
codes.

(A)

(C)

An administrator response of "yes" will cause the simulator to initialize
all history files to the starting position. In addition, certain other
questions will be asked. The period one message-response series would
appear as follows:

Then the computer types

YES

INPUT NUMBER OF TEAMS TO PLAY

(A)

(C)

The maximum number of teams that can participate is ten. An appropriate
response for a class of 36 might be 6 (i.e., 6 teams of 6).

6,

This is followed by a series of computer' queries.

INPUT NAME FOR TEAM 1

INPUT NAME FOR TEAM 6
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The administrator responds with Alphanumeric team names that can be
chosen by team members or in any other convenient fashion. A tean name
can have no more than twelve characters. An acceptable team name might
be

MALIBU TOOLS (A)

In the event that the period being played is not period one, the admin-
istrator would so answer and would not be requestioned regarding the
number of participating teams or their names.

The only data that remains to be communicated to the simulator is
the respective team decisions. Obviously, the data required will be depen-
dent upon the decision modules played. In any event, the program will
request the data needed for the basic decision module.

TEAM 1
PRODUCTION VOLUME
PRICE
EMPLOYEES HIRED
EMPLOYEES FIRED
RAW MATERIAL PURCHASES
NEW PLANT
REPAYMENT OF 20% LOAN

A sample responSe to this message is

(C)

120000,20.50110,0 130000 # 50000 ,0 (A)

Depending upon the decision modules chosen, additional messages and
responses could be

SHIPMENTS TO ZONE 1
SHIPMENTS TO ZONE 2

(C)

50000,40000, (A)

NATIONAL ADVERTISING

50000,

ZONE 1 ADVERTISING
ZONE 2 ADVERTISING
ZONE 3 ADVERTISING

20000,20000,10000,

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

20000,
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MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURE

60000,

MARKET RESEARCH

30000,

REPAYMENT OF 6% LOAN
INVESTMENT IN BONDS
6% LOAN REQUESTED
DIVIDEND

(C)

(A)

(C)

(A)

(C)

10000,300000,0, .15, (A)

The simulator will cycle through this input series uLtil the decisions for
all teams have been transmitted.

The simulator will now proceed to perform the necessary computational
functions and print the output of the various teams. Output requires
roughly six minutes of terminal time for each team participating. Once
all output has been printed, the simulator will want to know if it should'
update the history files.

rc) YOU WANT TO UPDATE HISTORY (YES OR NO)
(C)

In general, the administrator will respond with

YES (A)

If, however, some portion of the output was unsatisfactory (i.e., an
incorrectly typed input), he may not desire to update the history so that
he can replay the same period. In this case, the appropriate answer to -

the above question would be "NO". Notice that once the history decks have
been updated, the period cannot be replayed without restarting the game
at period one.

The computer will signal the completion of a run by printing

END HGSGME (C)

To break off contact with the computer, the administrator prints

BYE (A)

The system will respond with some Urea and charge figures to acknowledge
job conclusion.
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